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Libya blames U.S. for terrorist acts 
TRIPOLI. Ubya (AP)-A Libyan 
official claimed yesterday that the 
United States and Israel have planned 
terrorists attacks in Europe for which 
Libya would be blamed. 
The attacks, Information Minister 
Mohammed Sharafeddin said, then 
would be used to justify additional 
bombing raids on Libya. 
He told reporters he based his 
statement on reports from intelligence 
sources in "friendly states, including 
European countries." He gave no fur- 
ther indication of who his sources 
were, or when or where the alleged 
planned attacks were to be carried 
out. 
Earlier yesterday, he said all 250 
foreign journalists who arrived after 
the U.S. bombing raids had completed 
their mission and were expected to 
leave Libya by week's end. 
Sharafeddin told reporters in the Al 
Kabir Hotel, the headquarters for the 
foreign media, that they were not 
being expelled. But he said the govern- 
ment needed their hotel rooms and 
they would not be taken on any more 
escorted tours. 
The journalists have been largely 
prevented from leaving the hotel unes- 
corted. 
LIBYAN OFFICIALS said journal- 
ists representing media in the United 
States and the 12 Common Market 
nations should pack their bags imme- 
diately and board buses for the air- 
port 
The move appeared to be in re- 
sponse to West European sanctions 
against Libyan leader Col. Moammar 
Knadafy, including Britain's decision 
to expel 21 Libyan students. 
The officials originally said East 
bloc, Canadian and Japanese journal- 
ists could stay, as well as reporters 
from Sweden, Norway, Finland, Swit- 
zerland and Austria, which are not 
members of the Common Market. 
However, the new order appeared to 
apply to all foreign journalists. 
Libyan officials said Tuesday that 
the foreign correspondents had taken 
all the tours the government had au- 
thorized. 
After receiving the initial order to 
leave, the lobby of the Al Kabir Hotel 
was jammed with journalists trying to 
Ey their bills, having to pay cash 
cause the hotel does not accept 
credit cards. 
A busload of 60 to 70 reporters, 
photographers and television crews 
was driven to the airport and another 
was ready to go at mid-afternoon. But 
at least one American reporter who 
paid his hotel bill later reversed 
course and checked back in without 
being stopped by officials. 
Twenty reporters later arrived in 
Rome after the flight from Libya. 
The Chi Omega sorority team practices Its exchanges for the Beta 500 
cart race that will be held on the Union Oval this Saturday. Driver Wendy 
Starr, junior interior design major, steers as Jill Dacek,(left) Junior 
BG News/Joe I 
International business marketing major, takes her turn pushing and 
Sherry Strohs, sophomore international business marketing major, 
drops back. 
AMC threatens loss of Toledo jobs 
TOLEDO (AP) - American Motors Corp. 
will move production of the luxury Jeep 
wagon to Kenosha, Wis., unless the United 
Auto Workers union reverses its decision on 
repayment of employee loans, an AMC 
official said yesterday. 
"If we don t have the spirit of cooperation 
demonstrated by selection of the profit-shar- 
ing through 1991, I'll bend every effort to 
make certain it's moved," Richard Calmes. 
vice president of industrial relations ana 
personnel, said at a new conference. 
Neither Calmes nor Jeep spokeswoman 
Jan Skunda would say how many workers 
would lose their lobs in such a move. About 
200 are employed in finishing Grand Wagon- 
eers, and the rest of the production is done 
by workers in other departments, Skunda 
said. 
AMC will decide by June whether the 
plant is competitive enough to keep all 
production lines, Calmes said. 
He said no other automaker has the addi- 
tional burden of a "wheel tax," the loan 
repayment plan based on production. He 
said it would cost AMC a total of about |28 
million to repay the loan in the three re- 
maining years of the agreement. 
Payments each year would be $9.3 million 
if production remains steady, Calmes said. 
UAW Local 12 Chairman Danny Wilson 
said he is adamant about retaining the 
wheel tax, rather than switching to the 
profit-sharing formula the company wants. 
AMC employees at other plants are being 
repaid through the profit-sharing plan, 
The union made "an ill-conceived, very 
short-range" decision on Invoking the tax, 
Calmes said. 
"There is no question that the decision (to 
move production) will take into account the 
labor cost in Toledo and the spirit in To- 
ledo," he said. 
"The company would like to stay in Toledo 
if Toledo is going to be a competitive place," 
Calmes said. "It is not possible to pay a 
premium to stay in a facility that is not 
going to be competitive." 
The Kenosha plant is a more competitive 
than the Toledo plant because it does not 
have a wheel tax, Calmes said. 
AMC President Joseph Cappy said Tues- 
day that the company began moving jobs 
from the Toledo plant on Monday. 
No jobs had been eliminated as of yester- 
day, Skunda said. 
The Toledo plant employs about 6,100 
Hourly and salaried workers gave up $110 
million in raises from 1982 to 1984 that went 
into a loan fund for the company. 
Lecturer speaks out against racism 
Need cited for better communication 
between blacks and whites on campus 
by Susan McDonald 
staff reporter 
Racism at the University re- 
flects the two Americas made up 
of divided blacks and whites who 
can only be united through un- 
derstanding, involvement and 
unity, said a speaker on mi- 
nority relations last night. 
"Right here on this campus 
you have two Americas. One 
black and white moving in dif- 
ferent directions and divided," 
said Robert Gordon, past na- 
tional president of Kappa Alpha 
Psi fraternity. His presentation 
was sponsored by the Interfra- 
ternity and PanheUenlc coun- 
cils. 
"When you have racism, the 
old America is divided and can- 
not stand," be said. 
Gordon said that minority re- 
lations are prevented from be- 
ing improved because of apathy 
and polarization between the 
two groups. He said most white 
people believe the majority of 
blacks are lazy and unintelli- 
gent white Macks feel they must 
be separated from the white 
majority to avoid discrimina- 
tion. 
"The thing that is happening 
here is that tiie University itself 
is allowing racism to continue. 
This is not by design but by 
practice," said Gordon, citing 
racism's long history in the 
United States. 
"In America for 400 years, 
we've been treating the symp- 
toms instead of dealing with the 
disease of racism. No matter 
what niceties we cover over it, it 
is racism at its best," be said. 
He said that before under- 
standing, involvement and unity 
can improve minority relations, 
people must confront the truth, 
tear, contact and threat which 
contribute to rasicm. 
Gordon said he realized the 
truth of prejudice and discrimi- 
nation when he and his wife 
were looking for a new apart- 
ment in a better neighborhood. 
Although they had found an un- 
rented one and were prepared to 
leaaeitthelaiidUdytoldthemit 
was already promised to some- 
one else. 
The next day, when Gordon 
sent two white friends of his to 
G See Racism, page 3. 
Greeks revved up 
for Beta races 
by MlzeU Stewart III 
reporter 
As the school year comes to an 
end and finals quickly approach, 
another sure sign of spring will 
take place on campus this week- 
end as members of Beta Theta 
Pi Fraternity sponsor the 23rd 
annual Beta 500. 
The event this Saturday will 
feature teams from 17 fraterni- 
ties and 13 sororities competing 
in cart races around the Union 
Oval, beginning at noon. 
John Loveless, junior adver- 
tising major and chairman of 
the Beta 500 committee said the 
event gives the greek commu- 
nity a chance to show its unity. 
''It provides (fraternity and 
sorority members) with a 
chance to show their spirit, their 
competitiveness, and their ath- 
letic ability," he said. 
The festivities will begin on 
Friday with a happy hours party 
from 3-7 p.m. at College Park. 
Live entertainment will be pro- 
vided by the band "Me and the 
Boyz." 
Loveless said all proceeds 
from the events will be donated 
to the Statue Of liberty restora- 
tion fund. 
Strategy plays an important 
part of wlnnlngany type of race, 
and the Beta 500 is no exception. 
But for many fraternities and 
sororities, the secret to winning 
this particular race has been an 
elusive one. 
Over the years, the team rep- 
resenting Sigma Phi Epsilon 
fraternity has dominated the 
D See Beta, page 3. 
Student runs 
for state office 
Democrat challenges treasurer 
by Jared O. Wadley 
staff reporter 
The youngest candidate 
seeking the Democratic posi- 
tion for state treasurer cred- 
its University students for 
helping him get started in the 
election. 
Bryan Icard, a 21-year-old 
political 
science 
and public 
adminis- 
tration 
major   at 
the   Uni- 
versity  of 
Toledo, 
said   stu- 
dents here 
and at UT    'card 
were willing to sign petitions 
to get him on the1986 ballot. 
"The Bowling Green stu- 
dents were very helpful and 
enthusiastic. I was surprised 
to see the interest here," 
Icard said. 
He said his candidacy will 
signal new leadership, new 
ideas and a new sense of 
purpose. 
Icard said traditional liber- 
alism of the Ohio Democratic 
Party has burdened Ohioans 
with excessive taxes, big gov- 
ernment, mismanagement 
and a history of other prob- 
lems. 
IN ORDER to alleviate 
some of these problems, 
Icard said his candidacy rep- 
resents an attempt to break 
the liberal stronghold that 
has dominated the Ohio Dem- 
ocratic Party. 
"Omo Democrats have wit- 
nessed the political estrange- 
ment of younger, middle- 
class voters whose approach 
to government is both prag- 
matic and more conserva- 
tive." Icard said. 
His main concern is politi- 
cal cronyism, be said. Young 
students are short changed 
and are not able to get the 
necessary experience in poli- 
tics, he said. 
"Young people can have an 
effect on politics. If elected, 
150 positions will be open for 
university graduates to serve 
the statewide government (Treasury)," Icard said. 
Even though she has many 
years of experience, he said 
his opponent, incumbent 
Mary withrow, isn't recog- 
nized as state treasurer. 
"If she came up to anyone, 
no one would know that she is 
state treasurer," Icard said. 
"I have a high profile cam- 
paign, and I expect to win the 
election by a narrow mar- 
gin." 
HE SAID some of his top 
administrative priorities in- 
clude Incorpating a bill to 
enforce tougher criminal sen- 
tences, increasing the visi- 
bility of his office and opening 
new lines of communication. 
Icard said he would also 
establish a commission that 
will seek ways of expediting 
the collection and distribution 
of state tax dollars. 
"The branches now work 
separately when they should 
work together," he said. 
Overhauling the Ohio Link 
Deposit in order to "beef up" 
internal controls and follow- 
up procedures is another pro- 
gram that Icard plans to 
change, be said. 
"The program provides low 
interest loans to farmers and 
small businesses from 
banks," he said. 
Icard said he has had pre- 
vious experience that will 
help him in his candidacy. He 
has worked as deputy auditor 
under Lucas County Auditor 
Dan McNamera and has 
worked in the public relations 
department at Raceway Park in Toledo. 
Editorial BG News/April 24, UM 2 
Springfest benefits 
city and University 
This weekend, the University and the city will 
once again unite with a goal of fostering better 
relations between the two groups. Although it 
would have been easier for the city to complain 
about the large amount of money they lost as a 
result of the 1984 "Manville Madness," the city and 
University worked together toward a more positive 
end. 
This year's Springfest will be the second for the 
Bowling Green community-an accomplishment 
worth commending. 
Last year, despite little time for planning, the 
University-Community Relations Committee, 
made up of city officials, University officials and 
students, successfully organized Springfest. It was 
planned so students would have an alternative to 
attending another event like "Manville Madness." 
Some strong publicity combined with the commit- 
tee's determination made the idea a success. 
With the memories of 1985 slowly fading it would 
have been easy to let the Springfest concept die, but 
the city and university have once again combined 
efforts to make the event possible. 
Now the challenge lies with University students 
alone. When we have come so far in the eyes of the 
community, a repeat of "Manville Madness" would 
only shatter the many hours of work put forth by 
the committee. 
This is not a time for warning or scolding, but for 
a request. A request to acknowledge the efforts of 
the University and the community. To make the 
weekend an event enjoyed by all and remembered 
forpositive results. 
The Committee has expressed its desire in the 
past that Springfest not be associated with "Man- 
ville Madness, but perhaps the two should be 
linked in our minds. 
"Manville Madness" can be regarded as an 
example of what can happen when the city and the 
University do not work together to produce such a 
mutually beneficial product as Springfest. 
Tearing down Tower of Babble 
A change of face 
By Mlzell Stewart III 
I got rid of my moustache a 
few days ago. 
It had been sitting quietly on 
my upper lip ever since junior 
high school, possibly adding a 
few years to my appearance and 
maybe a little maturity to go 
along with it. 
M v whiskers were first discov- 
ered on a warm spring morning 
when I ran into my mom's bed- 
room and screamed, "Look, 
mom, I've got a moustache!" 
"No, you don't," she said. 
"Now get back into the bath- 
room and wash your face." 
I stared at her with a blank 
look on my face. "Get moving!" 
she said. "I've got to get in there 
so I can get ready for work." 
Then I stood in front of the 
mirror, stroking my meager 
whiskers while pondering my 
impending purchase of a razor 
and shaving cream after school. 
The other day, I found myself 
doing almost the same thing, 
except I had made the decision 
to get rid of it. The only other 
time since then that I didn't 
have any facial hair was last 
summer when my little brother 
thought it was funny to shave it 
off while I slept. 
He spent the next morning 
wondering where his eyebrows 
went during the night. I had 
slowly shaved them off his face 
in much the same fashion as he 
took care of my moustache. 
But while staring into the mir- 
ror that day, I began to have 
second thoughts. Then, in an 
ugly fit of passion, I picked up 
the can of shaving cream and 
started to slather it into my face. 
My hand reached for the razor 
and slowly stroked my upper lip. 
Each stroke took off more and 
more hair until it was all gone. 
I looked like I was fourteen 
years old all over again. 
But with that youthful look 
came a rush of energy. I bright- 
ened up a basically depressing 
week with the new look that 
greeted me in the mirror. 
A bit later, I went to my 
classes for the day. Losing the 
moustache didn't provide the 
shock value that I expected. 
However it did result in a few 
interesting moments. 
A few quizzical looks greeted 
me as I entered my late class. 
The lecture began, and after a 
few minutes, the cry of "Let it 
grow back, Zell!" came from 
one of the girls in the rear of the 
classroom. 
The instructor paused in her 
lecture (and at a particularly 
boring point, I might add) and 
stared in my direction. " Why, 
yes," she said, "I thought there 
was something different about 
you today." 
Since then the strange looks 
have subsided, and it seems like 
my friends are getting used to 
the new look. I needed a change 
of pace in my life, and the easi- 
est way for me to do that was to 
change my appearance. 
The need for change is proba- 
bly the reason behind punk hair- 
cuts, wild clothing, and in 
extreme cases, plastic surgery. 
Basically, I accomplished the 
same thing as those who expend 
a lot of time, effort, and money 
to make changes in their lives. 
And all it took was a razor. 
Stewart, a junior public-rela- 
tions major from Bedford 
Heights, is a reporter for the 
News. 
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Hours 6 am to 6 p.m Monday through Friday 
by Mike Royko 
I wish I could predict that it's 
the beginning of a national 
trend, but it probably isn't. Nev- 
ertheless, we can still savor this 
one isolated Incident. 
It happened on a recent Satur- 
day night in a movie theater in 
Chattanooga. 
Five teenagers were sitting 
together and loudly jabbering. 
That's what many young people 
do when they go to movies. They jabber. 
I've never understood why 
people want to pay money to get 
Into a movie house in order to jabber. There are so many other 
places to jabber: on street cor- 
ners, in school yards, on back 
porches, in hamburger joints. 
But for some strange reason, 
thousands of people like to jab- 
ber in movie theaters. 
And that's one of the biggest 
reasons why hundreds of thou- 
sands of their victims have 
stopped going to the movies. 
Anyway, they were jabbering. 
And other members of the audi- 
ence sitting nearby were mak- 
ing the usual responses: turning 
and glaring, saying "Shhhhh " 
sighing loudly, squirming In 
their seats. 
But these gestures are seldom 
effective. Jabberers don't care 
if they disturb others. If any- 
thing, they enjoy it. It gives 
them a sense of power. 
So, all a person can do is suffer 
through the jabber, move to a 
different part of the theater, or 
leave entirely. 
That's unfair, but it's a result 
of a glaring defect in our legal 
system. 
If the system were fair, a 
person would be fully within his 
rights to give a Jabberer a warn- 
ing. Then, if the warning was 
ignored, he could seize the jab- 
berer by the throat and squeeze 
until the nuisance was 
unconscious or deceased. 
A few well-publicized strangu- 
lations of jabberers, and In- 
stances of rudeness in movie 
theaters would be sharply re- 
duced. 
But the law protects jabber- 
ers. Strangle one and you'll 
probably wind up in prison in- 
stead  of  being  treated  to a 
ticker-tape parade, which would 
be your due. 
Anyway, the five teenagers 
were sitting there jabbering. 
And every few minutes, they 
would fling some popcorn in the 
direction of the screen. 
There was a time, in the pre- 
TV davs, when this wouldn't 
have been tolerated. Ushers 
would have swooped down the 
aisles, shone their flashlights in 
their faces, and told them to 
knock it off. If they didn't, they 
would have been shown the door. 
And if they resisted? When I 
was an usher at a theater on the 
West Side of Chicago, we were 
issued big, heavy-duty indus- 
trial flashlights. The sweet 
sound of flashlight against skull 
would sound like a melon being 
thumped for ripeness. 
But today's theater owners 
are too cheap or timid to hire 
ushers. If you go to the lobby to 
complain, all vou'U find is some 
wimp of a ticket taker who will 
go bide in a stall in the men's 
room. 
This night in Chattanooga, 
though, something rare and 
wonderful happened. 
A man came from the lobby 
and told the jabberers to stop jabbering and throwing pop- 
corn. 
Naturally, they giggled. And 
in a few minutes, they were jabbering again. 
Then the man again appeared. 
And this time he told them that 
they were being ejected. 
They refused to go, so he 
grabbed the nearest one - a fe- 
male creature - and hauled her 
bodily from the auditorium. 
Even better, when he had her 
and her friends in the lobby, he 
informed them that he was an 
off-duty cop working for the 
theater and they were under 
arrest. 
And they were. They were 
to the poll 
and  charged  with  disorderly 
bundled 
■ 
off t ice station 
conduct and, in the case of the 
girl, with resisting arrest. 
Unfortunately, they didn't try 
to escape, so he couldn't shoot 
them. But you can't have every- 
thing- 
As evidence that jerkism isn't 
necessarily the result of social 
conditioning but might be ge- 
netic, the girl's family has been 
raising a terrible howl. 
Brimming with indignation, 
they've gone to City Hall in 
Chattanooga and demanded that 
the policeman be suspended and 
the theater be closed down. 
Both demands have been den- 
ied, as they should be. If any- 
thing, the policeman should be 
promoted and a street named in 
his honor. 
Some time soon, the crew of 
jabberers will appear in Juve- 
nile Court and a trial will be 
held, if they can shut up long 
enough for anyone to be heard. 
I know what the proper pun- 
ishment should be. But it proba- 
bly won't be imposed. Some 
wimpy appeals court would 
probably rule that it's cruel and 
unusual punishment to order the 
removal of five tongues. 
Royko is a columnist for the 
Chicago Tribune. 
Letters 
Peace symbol 
I would like to raise a question 
about priorities. 
When I picked up the April 22 
issue of The BG News, I was 
immediately attracted to the 
front-page picture of a military- 
science student rappelling down 
Memorial Hall. 
Later (on page 6) I was drawn 
to another photograph. This one 
was one of a group of 15 Univer- 
sity students on the corner of 
Wooster and Main. They were 
protesting nuclear war and in- 
dicting to their president what 
they referred to as two viola- 
tions of the Constitution: his 
handling of the press during the 
Grenada invasion and his more 
recent attack on Libya without 
congressional consent. 
My question is: Why does The 
Newsprint a symbol of military 
activity on the front page but 
bury a statement for peace on 
page 6? 
Ken Letko 
Instructor, English Dept. 
A lesson to learn 
I congratulate the 15 students 
who laid their bodies on the 
comer of Main and Wooster 
Streets April 21. 
From peers I hear only neg- 
ative remarks about protests. I 
refuse to believe protests are 
stupid and a waste of time. The 
students have every right. There 
is no better reason than the 
existence of our planet. 
The problem with us, the peo- 
ple of the United States, is that 
we have blocked the possibility 
of nuclear war out of our minds. 
It is said that the purpose of 
having nuclear weapons is so we 
do not have to use them. The 
government builds up our nu- 
clear wepaons in order to keep 
peace by a sort of mutual scare 
of each other (The Soviet Union 
and the United States). 
Most people can look at these 
statements and realize that they 
do not make sense. More weap- 
ons do not make peace but only 
make more weapons. 
I still and always will believe 
that the only way to ensure 
peace is by getting rid of all of 
our nuclear weapons. It will not 
be easy or fast but a bilateral 
freeze of all nuclear weapons 
building and testing would be a 
start. 
Nothing is going to change it if 
we don't get out and say what we 
feel. Our voice can be heard in 
this democracy. A small protest 
on the corner Is only a start but 
the start we need. So to Dave 
Ingram, Andrew Wyatt and the 
other student protesters I say. 
"Way to go guys, we can all 
learn a lesson from your ac- 
tions." 
George Kraynak 
ZlTBromfleld 
Editorial intolerant 
I would like to object to the 
BLOOM COUNTY 
stand taken by The BG News in 
the April 22 editorial entitled 
"With allies like these, who 
needs enemies?" 
The News claims that "just as 
it takes guts to stand by a friend, 
it takes that same conviction to 
stand by an ally." The News 
assumes that because France 
refused permission to allow the 
United states to fly over their 
territory for a military opera- 
tion in an undeclared war, they 
have neither "guts" nor "con- 
viction." Further, this editorial 
implies that because France dis- 
agrees with the United States, 
they are therefore ungrateful for 
U.S. assistance in previous 
wars. 
This attitude ignores the com- 
plex nature of European politics 
and fails to indicate an under- 
standing for possible repercus- 
sions against European 
countries - those countries 
where most terrorist actions to 
date have taken place. It takes a 
great deal of conviction to dis- 
agree with a friend to stick to 
firmly-held moral principles. 
The JVews displays an intolerace 
similar to the "If you're not for 
me, then you're against me" 
attitude of authoritarian govern- 
ments, an attitude that has be- 
fore led the world to war. 
France as well as other allies 
who were consulted concerning 
the raid on Libya, but then who 
expressed their disagreement, 
did nothing to hinder the U.S. 
plan. It takes guts to disagree 
with the Big Brother in the 
NATO alliance. 
Friends, allies and democra- 
cies rely upon an atmosphere of 
discussion and debate in order to 
reach the best decision for all 
concerned. If we value the 
NATO alliance so highly, we 
might ask ourselves why our 
friends and allies disagreed with 
the U.S. plan. Friends and allies 
learn from one another and are 
considerate of one another and. 
we must recognize that toler- 
ance of other views remains the 
strongest asset of a truly demo- 
cratic system. 
In view of this fact, the con- 
demnation of those who disagree 
with the U.S. raid on Libya (and 
why was France singled out?) 
should be viewed in a more 
positive manner than that ex- 
pressed by The News. 
Thomas S. Edwards 
Dept of German, Russian 
and East Asian Languages 
by Berke Breathed 
Respond 
OBI*W«WTrl«IMS, 
YOTWO A 600rVt. 
vimtmofim., 
The BG News editorial 
page is your campus forum. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, dou- 
ble-spaced and signed. Your 
address and telephone phone 
number must be included. 
The News reserves the 
right to reject submissions 
that are in bad taste, mali- 
cious or libelous and all sub- 
missions are subject to 
condensation. 
Please address submissions 
to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
210 West Hall 
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Candidate speaks out 
Socialist to run for Ohio governor 
by Mike Amburgey 
staff reporter 
The rulers of government are 
wrong if they believe students 
have gone back to worrying 
•bout grades and finding a job, 
without caring about what's 
going on around them, Roberta 
Scherr, Socialist Workers candi- 
date for Ohio governor said 
Tuesday night. 
Scherr spoke to a group of 10 
students and area residents in 
the Capital Room of the Univer- 
sity Union. She said the Socialist 
Workers party has found a fa- 
vorable response after visiting 
the University in the past few 
months. 
She said she posesses a vision 
of a socialist America, while she 
doubts a victory from her cam- 
paign. Scherr is running to bring 
awareness to the Socialist Work- 
ers, she said. 
She also said she sees an even- 
tual revolution in her vision of a 
socialist America. 
' "History is the product of con- 
tending classes of people," 
Scherr said. "This is usually a 
struggle   between   the   dispo- 
Beta  
D Continued from page 1. 
men's competition in the Beta 
winning the event in 18 out of 22 
tries. 
BOB GULOSH, senior micro- 
biology major and coach of the 
Si^ma Phi Epsilon race team, 
said intensity is the key to vic- 
tory. 
'The house pulls together and 
really helps pump up the team," 
be said. We started practicing 
about two weeks ago, and the 
dedication that we've developed 
should pull us through." 
Gulosh said the technique 
used to run the race is very 
important. 
We don't always have the 
fastest team, and it sometimes 
sessed class and the class who 
has power." 
She said she doesn't know 
what type of government would 
be employed after such a revolu- 
tion, but the important goal is to 
gain power. 
Capitalist societies need wars 
to maintain their economies, 
Scherr said. She gave examples 
of the United States' and Great 
Britain's involvement in war, 
saying their economic systems 
require it. 
War is inherent in capitalist 
systems," she said. 
WHILE MANY nations oper- 
ate on a capitalist base, Scherr 
said one third of the world is 
currently under some form of 
socialism. 
She compared the rise of capi- 
talism taking 500 to 600 years to 
develop and the spread of social- 
ism 150 years after Karl Marx 
and Frederick Engels wrote the 
"Communist Manifesto." 
"We are very optimistic, as 
we see a lot of conflict in the 
American working class," the 
Toledo Jeep employee said. 
She compared this and the 
nt among Russian 
workers prior to the Bolshevik 
revolution in 1917. 
Scherr recently traveled to 
Austin, Minn, to participate in 
the Hormel meat packers strike. 
She said she witnessed solidar- 
ity among the striking workers 
who have stood against the Na- 
tional Guard, community resi- 
dents and the International 
Meat Packing Union for their 
rights. 
"Farmers are joining with the 
workers," Scherr said. "I saw 
farmers bringing food to the 
striking workers. 
She said she sees farmers 
being attracted to the Socialist 
Workers Party for its philosophy 
of debt moratoriums for farm- 
ers. 
Protests against social issues 
like American military aid to 
Nicaragua, and apartheid in 
South Africa show dissatisfac- 
tion with present policies in the 
United States, Scherr said. 
"Students are in a period 
when they can think and read 
about things," she said. "Stu- 
dents are the future leaders." 
ews/Peter Fellman 
Roberta Scherr 
becomes a matter of just not 
making mistakes," he said. 
Beth Main, senior English ma- jor and coach of the Chi umega 
race team, said the secret to 
winning the Beta 500 is having a 
light rider and good speed 
around the course. 
"The way the cart is held in 
the turns really makes or breaks 
you," she said. 
"The fastest time in the semi- 
finals gets lane choice," Love- 
less said. He also said the out- 
side lane is the better one. 
"The key to winning is getting 
the outside lane." he said. 
Loveless said in addition to the 
race awards, the sororities com- 
pete for a spirit award. 
Racism  
D Continued from page 1. 
the same apartment, they were 
told it could be available to them 
with the first downpayment. 
After learning about this, the 
Civil Rights Commission forced 
the landlady to either let Gordon 
and his wife rent the apartment 
or she would have to pay them 
rent every day they were not 
allowed to move in. 
"The truth had to be brought 
out," he said. 
Fear between blacks and 
whites also has to be understood, 
he said. 
"Are we fearful to sit down 
and talk with each other? How 
can there be unity if we can't 
deal with these words?" he said. 
Fear is also related to the 
third principle of a fear of con- 
tact, such as blacks and whites 
being afraid to shake hands, he 
said. 
The fourth concept is the 
threat believed to exist between 
them, he said, referring to the 
threat of interracial marriage. 
"Those are the four words you 
have to understand before you 
can have understanding, in- 
volvement and unity," Gordon 
said. 
To facilitate this cooperation 
between blacks and whites on 
campus, Gordon proposed an 
eight point plan. As an attempt 
to improve relations, this plan 
includes the suggestion that the 
University hire a race relations 
management consultant, con- 
ducting a race relations aware- 
ness program and establishing 
an annual black and white rela- 
tions dinner. 
"Through understanding, in- 
volvement and unity .you all can 
make a difference. The current 
conditions of campus can be 
changed if you want it to hap- 
pen.^ 
Students 
pieces 
in game 
by Julie Wallace 
reporter 
A new twist to an old game 
is being provided when 
Harshman Quadrangle holds 
"Quadopoly," a giant Monop- 
oly game played by hall 
teams. 
The game will be played 
r 29 in the Dunbar lobby 
p.m. and will feature 
people as placemarkers, as 
well as oversized dice and 
board pieces such as hotels. 
The game will be the finale 
to a month long program fo- 
cused on various squares of a 
"Monopoly" board. 
Paula Smith, Dunbar Hall 
Director, said the event was 
planned for more than enter- 
tainment. 
"The RA Programming 
group that plans the events 
For each month trys to focus 
on educational and devel- 
opmental activities as well as 
the social ones," she said. 
The events began on April 
16 with a "Go to Jail" night 
that enabled hall residents to 
Silace their friends in a mock 
ail for a 25* donation. Pro- 
ceeds of this were donated to 
a fund for a hall member 
whose house burned down, 
she said. 
TO HELP educate stu- 
dents, a "No More Get Out Of 
Jail Free Card" program 
Slave them the opportunity to 
earn about police procedures 
through a demonstration by 
Campus Safety and Security. 
"Many students don't think 
that they will ever be ar- 
rested but it does happen so 
we also discussed what to do 
if you or someone you know is 
arrested," Smith said. 
STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 
Break Hours Effective May 3 — June 8 
• 
SRC Hours: Noon-9 p.m. 
Andrews Pool: 1-8 p.m. 
Cooper Pool: closed 
Family Plan: 
under 7: 1-8 p.m.* 
age 7-17: noon-9 p.m. 
* Andrews Pool only 
Rec Center will be closed Memorial Day — May 26 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
& UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
Corner of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's) 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN! CLOSE TO REC CENTER. MOVIE THEATRES, 
INTRAMURAL FIELDS. FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST FOODS, AND ICE ARENA 
'Gas heat, hot water and cooking 
included. Tenant pays electric only 
(small monthly electric bill) 
'Spacious 2 bdrm. opts, furnished 
'
cnst dependable, 24 hr maintenance 
'In house laundry centers 
'Plenty of storage area 
•Now accepting applications for 
summer und next fall 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
1520 Clough    Phone 352-0164 
(Behind Wendy's) 
Office Hrs. 
9-5    Mon-Fri 
10-2    Sat 
H 
I 
>    TODAY 
April 24, 1986 at 2:00 p.m. 
UAO is sponsoring a 
FREE  j 
—Blanket Concert— 
Featuring: DAN PEEK 
former lead singer of AMERICA 
AND THE DAN PEEK BAND 
FREE!     —Special Guest—     FREE! 
FREE! Mick Payne FREE! 
FREE!        Local Singer & Songwriter       FREE! 
- 
Rain Location: The Falcon's Nest 
>r^ Wine Shop 
Celebrate Springiest Weekend 
with plenty of Ice Cold Beer, 
Blush Wines, and snacks from 
the Aspen Wine Shop 
Check these Beta Weekend Specials 
Delta Gold & O'Gradys   i oz. $1.19 
Beta Bagel Sandwiches 75* 
Aspen Milkshakes $1.50 
<JJ 
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Board provides law service 
by Caroline Langer 
staff reporter 
Students who are referred 
to Standards and Procedures 
can take either of two chan- 
nels to fulfill their due proc- 
ess right. They can go to the 
head of Standards and Proce- 
dures or to Student Court. 
"The Student Arbitration 
Board is a free service to 
students when they get in 
trouble on campus," Craig 
Strah, chief prosecuter of 
SAB said. 
SAB, which is part of Stu- 
dent Court, deals with behav- 
ioral conduct on campus, 
Strah said. 
Students can choose 
whether they want to go 
straight to Standards and 
Procedures, which makes the 
final disciplinary decision, or 
have their case deliberated in 
a court setting, Strah said. 
The student court's juris- 
diction extends strictly to the 
campus and deals with any 
alleged violation of the stu- 
dent code, he said. 
"There's a lot of stuff in 
that code ... But we deal 
with mainly marijuana and 
disorderly conduct charges," 
Strah said. 
One memorable trial for 
Strah con- 
cerned 
students 
who were 
referred to 
Standards 
and Proce- 
dures be- 
cause they 
did not 
exit the 
residence Strah 
hall during a fire drill, he 
said. The case was investi- 
gated and it was found that 
the alarm system was not 
loud enough for everyone to 
hear. 
MOST CASES involve some 
investigation, Strah said. 
A case is first investigated 
by the complaintant - a cam- 
pus officer, residence hall 
director, student, or other- 
and is then referred to the 
head of Standards and Proce- 
dures, he said. 
"SAB goes through due 
process rights, but you have 
to plead 'not guilty' for us to 
take your case," Strah said. 
The student court assigns a 
defense counselor and calls 
witnesses, he said. 
One difference between the 
student court and a "real" 
court is it has four justices in 
the place of a Jury, Strah said. 
Student Court determines 
guilt or innocence by weigh- 
ing the preponderance of evi- 
dence and seeing which side 
had more evidence in their 
favor, Strah said. 
The Chief Justice of the 
court documents the verdict 
and presents it to the head of 
Standards and Procedures, 
Strah said. 
If a student is found guilty, 
the court recommends the 
punishment to Standards and 
Procedures, which in turn 
determines if the sanctions 
against the student fit the 
case, he said. 
"The head of Standards and 
Procedures upholds our opin- 
ion 99.9 percent of the time; it 
rarely overrules us," Strah 
said. 
STUDENTS HOLD all posi- 
tions on the Student Court, 
Strah said. 
"Our student court is 
unique for a campus court 
system because of the 
amount of members and the 
way in which we deal with our 
procedures." Strah said. 
"Most universities' appeals 
system consists of six or 
seven people and we have two 
entire staffs that represent 
prosecution and defense and 
Justices." 
Both the prosecution and 
the defense staffs consist of 25 
members, a chief administra- 
tor and eight traffic Justices 
with two chiefs, he said. 
The positions open each se- 
mester and applicants are 
interviewed, Strah said. 
Those chosen begin in Traffic 
Court. 
Student Court is the judicial 
branch of the Undergraduate 
Student Government and is 
funded by them, said Strah, 
the Student Court's liason to 
USG. No postions are paid. 
"A lot of people are in it Just 
for the fun; it Is very satisfy- 
ing to be in court," Strah said. 
Bicycle riders start 
wheels in motion 
for cycling club 
by Greg Connei 
reporter 
Host an exchange student Help bring the world together. 
In the early 1900s, the United 
States was the world center for 
ycle racing and recreational 
cycling. As sports such as foot- 
ball, baseball and basketball 
became popular, however, Eu- 
rope took over as the world 
cycling leader. 
But one University sophomore 
believes cycling is making a 
comeback in the United States 
and he intends to make the Uni- 
versity a part of the comeback. 
Jim Karlovec, sophomore in- 
terpersonal and public commu- 
nications major, is the president 
of a new University cycling club, 
the Falcon Wheelers. 
Karlovec said the club is mak- 
ing plans for next fall. 
"Anyone interested in cycling 
is welcome, regardless ot their 
experience. We are trying to 
build a club where any rider can 
find people with similar abilities 
to ride with," he said. 
Though just officially recog- 
nized by the Office of Orienta- 
tion and Student Activities April 
14, Karlovec said the organiza- 
tion of the Falcon Wheelers be- 
m^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^mmmmmmmm^  ••••••••••••••••• 
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ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
835 High St. — Rental Office 
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
Phone   352-9378 9:00-4:30 Monday — Friday 
Housing Openings for Summer & Fall 
Features 
2 bedroom — carpeted & lurniihad 
Gos h»ot — gas cooking 
(landlord pays gas) 
Laundry areas in each building 
Residents pay only electric 
Lots of closet space 
1'/. bath 
HAVEN HOUSE 
PIEDMONT — 8th & HIGH ST. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE — 650 SIXTH ST. 
SMALL BLDGS. — MANVILLE BETWEEN 
6th & 7th 
707 SIXTH ST. 
818 SEVENTH ST. 
Special Features 
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has 
been built features the following: 
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool • Sun Lamps • Shower Massage 
• Indoor Heated Pool • Metos Sauna      • Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment 
Other Rentals 
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm. 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
ELEPHANTS AT SPRINGFEST? 
(you bet!) 
Saturday 2-5pm • Elephant Rides 
5-7pm - Elephant Tug-of-War 
in conjunction with... 
The Royal Hanneford 
EECIRCUSEE 
♦•THIS SUNDAY** 
1:30 and 6:00 P.M. 
ANDERSON ARENA 
Tickets bought in advance are bought at a discount! 
Available at Memorial Ticket Office 
Circus Booth at Springiest 
TAKE A DATE TO THE CIRCUS! 
•••••••••••••••• 
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GET INTO THE SWING OF THINGS 
WE BUY USED 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 
APRIL 28 thru MAY 9 
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
SATURDAY 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
o 
THE WHOLESALER WILL BE HERE MAY 5th THRU MAY 9th. 
san more than two months ago 
There are currently 25 member; 
in the dub, and more than 70 
people have shown interest in 
Joining in the fall, he said. 
"We plan to make a strong 
effort to expand our mem- 
bership in the fall," he said. 
"And we will hold our first for- 
mal elections in the spring of 
MB." 
Club members meet Monday 
through Friday at 4 p.m. at the 
Union Oval for informal rides. 
"Since the rides are not fort 
mally organized, whoever shows 
up on a given day decides then 
bow far to ride," Karlovec said. 
IN ADDITION to the daily 
rides, once every three weeks 
the Falcon Wheelers hold busi- 
ness meetings where the mem- 
bers are informed of the latest 
advances of the club. 
"How to" lectures on bicycle 
maintenance and riding tech- 
nique, and social gatherings 
such as cook-outs and happy 
hours are now being planned 
"We have already done a few 
of these kinds of things, and they 
have gone well so far," Karlovec 
said. 
The club also plans to ride in 
the Tour Along South Shore 
Lake Erie, September 20-21. The 
tour runs from Toledo to Lake- 
wood, near Cleveland, and back 
in the two-day period. 
"We are also planning to ride 
to Ohio State University in the 
fall. We rode there this spring, 
and everyone had a great time, 
he said. 
Announcing 
Free Pregnancy 
Tests 
Accurate information on all 
choices. No pressure. 
Planned Parenthood 
ot N.W. Ohio 
354-3540 
TANNING 
CENTER 
it Hair Unlimited 
143 W. Woostw 
353-3281 
SUNBED     ™ 
WOLFF SYSTEM UVA 
TANNING BOOTHS 
UBMJVB 
20 VISITS $35 
10 VISITS $20 
air conditioned 
downtown 
Take advantage of Wood 
Cable's Pre registration Plan 
so you don't miss a minute of 
Wood Cable's 9reat television 
entertainment next semester 
When you return your converter 
and pay any outstandms service 
charges a*, the end of this 
semester, ask about Wood 
Cable's new Prcrcgistratlon 
Plan. If you qualify, you're 
eligible 'or priority installation 
next term. 
Stop by our convenient 
downtown office for details 
about Wood Cable's Prcregls- 
tration Plan. 
118 N Mam St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
359-8494 
9 a.m.-5 p.m Monday-Friday 
9 a.m.-12 noon Saturday 
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Festive Passover 
commi 
by Ron Coulter 
staff reporter 
Sundown last nicht marked 
the beginning of the cele- 
bration of Passover, a holiday 
which commemorate* the 
end of slavery for the Israel- 
ites as recorded in the Old 
Testament book of Exodus. 
Emil Dansker, associate 
professor of journalism at the 
Universty, said Passover 
marks the occasion when the 
Egyptian Pharoh refused 
freedom to Moses and the 
Israelites. As the final 
plague, God vowed to strike 
down every first born male in 
Egypt, "passing over" the 
homes of Israelites having a 
mark of blood from a sacrifi- 
cial lamb on their doorways. 
Although Passover is a 
commemoration of the period 
of Hebrew slavery, Dansker 
said it is a happy festival. 
"We celebrate because 
we're happy not to be slaves 
anymore,   Dansker said. 
Dansker said the Passover 
seder ("service," literally, 
"arrangement") varies In 
length. 
'•The Orthodox seder may 
begin at sundown and go into 
the following night," he said. 
(Jewish holidays begin at 
sundown the previous day). 
Dansker said the order of 
service   for   the   Pass- 
over celebration is called the 
Haggadah, and that there are 
many different versions of it. 
"Toe rituals include pray- 
ers, songs, a meal; different 
customs for different tradi- 
tions," Dansker said. 
Another tradition is the eat- 
Xof bitter herbs, "to re- 
I us of the bitterness of 
slavery," he said. 
The tradition of eating mat- 
zot, unleavened bread, during 
the eight days of Passover 
also dates back to Old Testa- 
ment days. Leavening was 
forbidden in every house 
which observed the Passover. 
To this day, Dansker said 
many families take out all 
leavening agents, even 
sweeping the house to remove 
any bread crumbs. 
Dansker said Passover has 
traditions which involve chil- 
dren, since the celebration is 
an important time for fami- 
lies. One such tradition is the 
asking of the Four Questions. 
"The Four Questions are 
usually asked by the youngest 
person present. The questions 
relate to why we celebrate 
Passover," he said. 
Another tradition meant to 
entertain the children during 
the long seder is the afiko- 
men: the search for a piece of 
hidden matzot. 
Passover has been cele- 
brated for nearly 3,500 years. 
Trustee defends freedom 
Concern voiced for academia 
by Dave Harding 
chief copy editor 
When Dr. Virginia Platt was 
invited by the Graduate Student 
Senate to present a lecture, she 
was told by GSS President Dave 
Anderson to "give a lecture as if 
it were my last." 
After sitting down at her 1940's 
typewriter and pondering. Platt 
chose to speak on "Freedom in 
Academia." 
Platt, professor emeritus of 
history and a University trustee, 
expressed concern about the im- 
portance of being able to speak 
freely in a classroom. 
"There must be people in uni- 
versities who have the freedom 
to research and can carry on 
inquiry," Platt said. 
Platt said her concern for the 
maintaining of free discussion in 
the classroom exists because 
when she taught at the Univer- 
sity she was never told what she 
could not teach and what books 
she could not use. 
Platt said one need only look 
at past experiences to see now 
tenuous freedom can be in a 
university setting. 
"One day I was walking to 
class and I saw a group protest- 
ing the Vietnam War on cam- 
pus," Platt said. "I had no plans 
on Joining the protest but I be- 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
$500 for the Summer 
E. Merry Apartments 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
Field Manor Apartments 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
1 Bedroom Apartments 
$400 for the Summer 
Efficiencies 
$300 for the Summer 
* Tennants pay utilities at some locations 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
224 E. Wooster St. 
352-0717 
cm 
CONSUMER AWARENESS WEEK 
presents 
Workshops on Small Claims Court, Auto 
Repairs, Pre-paid Entertainment Contracts, 
i  and Mail Order Fraud 
with 
Attorneys and Investigators from the Office of 
the Attorney General of Ohio 
1-4 p.m. 
Thursday, April 24" 
Ohio Suite, University Union 
I I 
I 
I m 
m 
m 
I 
* Due to limited seating, reservations can be   || 
made by calling Student Legal Services, 372-2951 
(Open to BGSU students only) 
SPONSORED BY: 
Student Legal Services 
Student Activities Office 
Student Consumer Union 
University Activities Organization 
SPECIAL THANKS TO: 
GSS      COCO      USG 
wmmmmmwmmmm 
came concerned when I saw 
campus police climbing to the 
roof of Williams Hafl-so I 
Joined the protest figuring they 
wouldn't kill a full professor." 
Platt said one of her students 
was thrown out of school two 
weeks before his graduation be- 
cause he published an article in 
the Sentinel-Tribune when the 
University president told him 
not to do so. 
Platt said her fondest memory 
concerning freedom at the Uni- 
versity occurred shortly after 
the Kent State shootings. 
"There was a spirit of panic in 
the town," Platt said. "The 
mayor was concerned about ri- 
oting so he called out area 
guardsmen. 
"George Herman, a professor 
of speech at the University who 
was opposed to the. police, 
helped arrange a candlelight 
march down wooster Street to 
the Administration Building. 
"Eight thousand people held 
candles and walked In complete 
silence. Such is my concern for 
freedom in academia based," 
she said. Virginia Platt 
BG News/Jim Sakola 
The KEY. 
To Winning 
Order your 1986 Yearbook 
and you automatically qualify to win: 
1st Prize: 10-speed bicycle 
Cook's, 1094 N. Main, B.G. 
ft 
m 
2nd Prize: 
$100.00 
Gift Certificate 
At Finder's Records & Tapes | 
128 N. Main, B.G. 
3rd Prize: 
$25.°° 
Gift Certificate 
at Aspen Grill & Cafe 
107 State St., B.G. :" 
• DRAWING: Wed., April 30, 5 p.m. • 
ORDER NOW at the KEY Office *   OR BG News Office 
28 West Hall   1:30-4:30 p.m. M-F 214 West Hall  8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F| 
or call 372-8086 or call 372-2601 
-0R- 
JMail the coupon below to 28 West Hall and be entered automatically! 
- ORDER NOW — PAY LATER — 
celebrate 75 Years wiFiTusf" 
Name  
Soc. Sec. No.  
DM* I I  
«•*> c»6ri» BGs rsm nrnrwy with a special Dt- 
wnond JUMIM •dlllon of the 1986 KEY Capture not only 
tra* yw Out 75 i—n ol growth 
<& Order Your 
1986 KEY Now! 
SPECIAL 7Blh ANHIVERSARY PillCEII 
ONLY $16.95 
□ I'LL BE HERE TO PICK UP my yearbook 
•men it arrives m September 1986 
Please b* my bursar account 
D I WONT BE HERE TO PICK UP my 
yearbook Please Ml my bursar account an 
additional $3 *° mailing charge and send 
my yearbook to 
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Policies harm 
environment, 
speaker says 
by Julie Fauble 
staff reporter 
The "hands-off" attitude of 
the Reagan administration is 
endangering the environment, a 
congressional hopeful said in a 
speech about environmental 
problems last night. 
Tom Murray, who is running 
unopposed in the Democratic 
primary for I 
the 5th Con-| 
gressional 
District nom-1 
i n a t i o n , 
spoke last 
night at an 
event spon- / 
sored by the 
Environmen- 
tal Interest iurrav Group and Murray 
Campus Democrats as part of 
Earth Day. 
He said while the environment 
is in better shape than it was 25 
years ago when environmental 
legislation didn't even exist, the 
Reagan administration is rolling 
back the clock to that time with 
budget cuts. 
The present administration is 
jeopardizing the environment by 
cutting water pollution funding 
by 44 percent, air pollution fund- 
ing by 42 percent and energy 
conservation research by 75 per- 
cent, he said. 
He also said that of the more 
than 500 toxic waste sites called 
high priority, only six have been 
cleaned up under the Environ- 
mental Protection Agency's Su- 
perfund. 
The present administration's 
attitude is there is too much 
government regulation, but he 
disagrees, Murray said. 
"Anyone who says govern- 
ment is the problem, not the 
solution, is saying democracy is 
the problem," he said. "If we 
are to believe this is a democ- 
racy, then it's up to us." 
That statement is like saying 
the drug problems in major 
league baseball are caused by 
the commissioners, not the play- 
ers, he said. 
While the programs to correct 
the problems in the environment 
would cost money, the expense 
of not dealing with the problems 
is greater, he said. 
"We'll pay the cost one way or 
another,'' he said. "The cost (of 
dealing with the problems im- 
mediately) is lower than if we 
neglect them." 
The cost of neglecting the 
firoblems will come in human 
oss, he said. 
He cited as an example work- 
ers at a Columbus plant who 
were exposed to dangerous 
chemicals for 10 years and are 
now suffering from cancer and 
lung diseases. If they had the 
chance to protect themselves, 
they could be living longer, 
more normal lives, he said. 
As another example of dan- 
gers with toxic chemicals, Mur- 
ray said there is a toxic waste 
company which cannot account 
for the whereabouts of 45 million 
gallons of toxic chemicals. 
The company argues that it is 
not liable for those chemicals 
because there is no proof that 
those chemicals will harm hu- 
mans, he said. 
However, it is possible the 
chemicals are seeping into un- 
derground drinking water, he 
said. 
Presently in the courts, citi- 
zens must supply proof that 
there is a danger in a situation, 
Murray said, adding that it may 
be time to re-examine the tradi- 
tional view on who should carry 
the burden of proof in environ- 
mental safety cases. 
Murray said in the past 20 
years, he has been involved in 
many cases dealing with envi- 
ronmental safety and the goal is 
to correct the problem, not close 
the companies down. 
"If you're going to store 
deadly chemicals, store them 
safely," he said. 
Earthly information 
Eric Tussey, a graduate of Humboldt State University, California, 
reads signs  in a display by the Ottawa  National  Wildlife Refuge. 
BG Ni'ws 'Jacqule Pearson 
The display was part of a BGSCJ Earth Day celebration in the Onion 
Oval yesterday. Tuesday marked the national Earth Day holiday. 
Student Athletic Board acts as link 
for students, athletic department 
by Steve Barber 
reporter 
On Thursday nights at 7:30, 
most students are preparing for 
a night out or for a night of 
studying. But for 18 athletic- 
minded students, this is not the 
case. 
They are preparing for a an- 
other meeting to bring the ath- 
letic department and the student 
body closer together. 
These 18 students make up the 
Student Athletic Board, which 
acts as a liason between the 
students and the athletic depart- 
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ment, said Jim Kovatch, presi- 
dent of the board. 
"The department will give us 
problems and we take it up to 
the board and see if we can take 
care of it. We also take problems 
from the students and talk to the 
athletic department about 
them," he said. 
Acting as the athletic depart- 
ment's representative and advi- 
sor to the board is Kevin 
McHugh, assistant athletic di- 
rector. 
"I advise them on policies, but 
the board is up to the students, 
they run it," McHugh said. 
Kovatch said the board works 
on changing programs to help 
students. 
"The Student All-Sports pass 
pick-up procedure was changed 
last year due to a survey the 
board ran. There are now better 
opportunities for the students to 
get tickets at the scheduled 
times. Also the CCHA playoff 
tickets were reduced from $2 to 
$1 as a result of the board," 
Kovatch said. 
Another program imple- 
mented by the board is the Stu- 
dent Athletic Board Special 
Achievement Award which is 
presented to an athlete at the 
conclusion of fall, winter and 
spring sports seasons. The 
award is for the athlete's contri- 
bution on and off the field. The 
players must be nominated by 
coaches and then the board 
votes and makes the presenta- 
tion. 
MCHUGH SAID the board was 
also involved in organizing the 
bonfire and pep rally for Home- 
coming weekend this past year, 
but the group is not totally spirit 
oriented. 
"A lot of schools have student 
athletic boards, but at most of 
these places the board is a spirit 
core. Our goal is bringing com- 
munication between students 
and the department. Spirit is a 
sub-function of our board," he 
said. 
Kovatch said the Board's 
main goal is obtaining funding 
from the University. 
"We are not funded as of now, 
but we are working on it so we 
can get our word out more," he 
said. 
THESE PLUS 
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& COMPACT DISCS 
CBS CDs 
SEE US. 
EVERYTHING 
IN OUR STOCK 
HAS BEEN 
SLASHED! 
NOW THRU SUNDAY 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
APARTMENTS 
NOW RENTING FOR 
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY 
KEEP COOL FOR THE SUMMER 
— Free Air Conditioning 
— Two Pools 
— All utilities paid for 
all new summer only 
leases 
Summer Rates 
1 Bedroom $200.00/month 
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath        $275.00/month 
2 Bedrooms/2 Baths      $300.00/month 
Locations at Palmar Awe., Napoleon Rd., S. Summit St. 
• Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash Removal all included 
• On site management 
• Full-time maintenance 
• Swimming pools at all locations 
FREE STUDENT EXPRESS TOKENS 
PROVIDED FOR TENANTS 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135 
9-6 Weekdays, Sat. 10-3        eves by appointment 
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Elsewhere 
Filipino defense minister seeks 
political solution to insurgency 
M MANILA, Philippines (AP) - Defense 
Minister Juan Ponce Enrile, who led the 
revolt that caused deposed President Ferdi- 
nand Marcos to flee, said Tuesday the 
military supports a political solution to the 
communist rebellion. 
Marcos, who now lives in Hawaii, claimed 
in a videotaped interview released Monday 
that the insurgents would drive President 
Corazon Aquino from office within a month. 
He accused her and members of her Cabinet 
of sympathizing with the rebels. 
Enrile said rebel attacks had become less 
frequent, but more intense, since Marcos 
left the country Feb. 26 and Aquino took 
over. The insurgency began soon after Mar- 
cos became president in 1965. 
*     In stating that the military agrees with 
Aquino's desire for a negotiated solution, 
Enrile said Marcos "was dreaming" when 
he claimed recently that military morale 
had declined since she assumed office. 
HE SAID Marcos and some former gov- 
ernment officials were predicting her gov- 
ernment would fall because they want to 
undermine it in hopes of a comeback. 
In other developments: 
• A presidential commission trying to 
recover billions of dollars Marcos and his 
associates allegedly stole from the Phil- 
ippines froze the assets of two Manila news- 
papers that had supported him. 
• A human rights agency investigating the 
disappearance of about 900 political activ- 
ists under Marcos dug up the remains of 
four people at a site that may have been a 
dumping ground for torture victims. 
Enrile said the insurgency "has not 
(been) any worse than it was" despite 
reports of several battles with soldiers in the 
past few days. 
"The frequency of encounters has less- 
ened but the intensity is somewhat height- 
ened," he told a news conference. 
Clashes between soldiers and rebels were 
frequent during the Marcos years but were 
not considered an imminent threat to the 
government. Ranks grew in the past few 
years, and the United States had pressed 
Marcos before his fall to reorganize the 
military so it could fight the rebellion more 
effectively. 
Black councilors resign over strife 
JOHANNESBURG, South Af- 
rica (AP) - The last four town 
council members in the em- 
battled black township of Alez- 
I andra resigned Tuesday, saying ■ their hopes for rebuilding the 
community have been shattered 
by anti-apartheid violence. 
Within hours after their an- 
nouncement, rioting broke out in 
the shanty town ana at least five 
people were killed, the South 
African Press Association re- 
ported. It also quoted witnesses 
as   saying   pro-council   mobs 
burned the homes of several 
anti-government activists. 
Police spokesmen declined to 
comment on the situation in 
Alexandra or the news agency's 
report. 
It was the fourth council in a 
black township to collapse this 
year under pressure from mili- 
tants who viewed the local gov- 
erning bodies as an extension of 
the white-led national govern- 
ment's official apartheid sys- 
tem. 
Alexandra's five other conn- 
Moslem group claims 
journalist executed 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - 
The Revolutionary Organiza- 
tion of Socialist Moslems said 
yesterday that it has killed 
kidnapped British journalist 
Alec Collett. The group re- 
leased a video tape showing a 
man dangling from a scaffold 
that said it was the New York- 
based writer. 
The four-minute tape was 
provided to the Beirut news- 
paper An-Nahar along with a 
typewritten Arabic statement 
that the 64-year-old Collett 
was "executed" April 16 in 
retaliation for Britain's help 
in the U.S. air attack on Li- 
bya. 
The hanged man, wearing a 
black eye mask, bore a strong 
resemblance to Collett's pho- 
tographs that were released 
by the United Nations upon 
his abduction March 25,1965. 
The jaws, long nose and 
slightly balding head were 
strikingly similar. The man's 
hands were tied behind him. 
But viewers of the tape 
could not see how many fin- 
Sers the body had. Collett's 
aughter, Suzie Grant, said 
last week her father had only 
nine. 
cilors had quit over the past 
few months after some of their 
homes were fire-bombed. Most 
of them moved from the town- 
ship, wedged between wealthy 
white suburbs on the northeast- 
ern edge of Johannesburg. 
IN FEBRUARY, the town was 
ripped by four days of rioting in 
which at least 23 people were 
killed. 
Alexandra's mayor, the Rev. 
Sam Buti. told a news confer- 
ence that he and the three other 
remaining councilors quit be- 
cause the conflict prevented 
them from implementing a rede- 
velopment plan for the town of 
more than 100,000 people. 
Alexandra was established by 
the government with great fan- 
fare in 1963 after community 
leaders, including many of those 
subsequently elected to the town 
council, helped dissuade the 
government from a plan to re- 
move most of the residents. 
The resignations came on the 
second day of a consumer boy- 
cott in Alexandra, with blacks 
refusing to pay rent and boycot- 
ting stores owned by whites or 
by blacks viewed as cooperating 
with the government. 
One of the announced goals of 
the boycott was to isolate town 
council members and local 
black policemen. 
The boy cotters are demanding 
the removal of security forces 
from Alexandra, lower rents, 
the release of political prisoners 
and the return of bodies of peo- 
ple they say have been missing 
since riots in February. 
IN ANOTHER development, 
police said a parks employee 
discovered an arms cache Mon- 
day containing land mines, lim- 
pet mines and rifles while he 
was trimming grass in a white 
suburb west of Johannesburg. 
Police reported the arms were 
buried near a garden wall in 
Constantia Kloof and the cache 
included two Soviet-made land 
mines, 13 limpet mines, four AK- 
47 rifles, 16 loaded AK-47 mag- 
azines and camouflage clothing. 
The land mines were similar 
to the two that exploded Monday 
in the eastern part of Transvaal 
Crovince injuring three blacks - 
vo men in a taxi and one driv- 
ing a tractor - according to po- 
lice. 
They blamed the attacks on 
the outlawed African National 
Congress guerrilla movement. 
American Heart 
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Announcing the quickest 
college credit you'll ever get. 
- 
ROBERT McCABE 
65847297 
;<WANyTDWN COLLEGE 
$ 2,500 ANDOOCTS 
SAMPLE 
For all the long 
classes you've 
sweated through, 
and even the ones 
you're about to, we're 
offering one form ol creditn 
that's sure to be a breeze. 
The MH Student Loan. 
Wfe've made getting one quick and easy 
via our state-of-the-art computerized sys- 
tem. Now. not only can we process your 
application in a record time of 24 hours, but 
by punching a few buttons, our counselors 
can tell you the status of your loan in a 
matter of seconds. 
What's more, after you secure a loan with 
us, you can be secure it will remain with us. 
Because we would never transfer your 
loan to some unknown institution like other 
banks do. 
And, if by chance, you already have a 
student loan with another bank, that's no 
problem. Wife can easily consolidate it with 
»W your MH Student Loan. 
We even have a full staff of 
^^F     education loan experts ready 
,// to answer any questions you 
might have. And some you haven't 
even thought of yet. On any type of 
plan you might want. 
For instance, if your folks want to help 
fund your future at college, you might want 
to check out our special tuition plans from 
The Tuition Plan. We're the only bank in the 
business to offer these tailor-made payment 
plans which include a Monthly Budget Pro- 
gram, a Pre-Payment Program and an Educa- 
tion Loan Program. 
So before you make The Big Decision on 
which bank to go with, take a minute and 
call us toll-free for a MH Student Loan 
application. Wfe've made it all very easy. 
Because college is hard enough. 
Call 1-800-MHT-GRAD Ext. 240 
We realize your potential. 
MANUFACTURERS HANOVER 
The Financial Source.* Worldwide. 
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n EVERYDAY LOW PRICES! •SCHOOL SUPPLIES '    >BEER & WINE •HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS 
. "RECORDS and CASSETTES 
STORE HOURS 
MON TUES WEDS    9 to 9   SAT     10 to 8 
THURS-FRI      9 to   10 SUN      11   to 6 
902 E.WOOSTER - Next to T.O.'s -PHONE 352-3951 
■STATE COUPONl 
ALBUM OF THE WEEK: "'     $5. 
JOURNEY LIST PRICE 9.98 
IIK.ia.. IP or CASSETTE 
"RAISED ON RADIO" LIM.T,..EXP,RI5 s.1.86 
STATE COUPON 
TDK SA 90 MIN. 
BLANK TAPES 2 pk. $4. 
LIMIT 1       EXPIRES 5-1-861 
IUPONI 
PAGE Q 
BATHROOM TISSUE 4 pk.       / V 
LIMIT  1       EXPIRES  5-1-86 
STATE COUPON 
SILKIENCE 
SHAMPOO & 
CONDITIONER 7 ox.LIM,T'   lXP,"ES 9' H 
$1. 
ESTATE COUPON I 
VALUPAK 
TRASH BAGS 10 ct. 99* 
LIMIT 1       EXPIRES 5-1-86 
STATE COUPON 
BUFFERIN 
EXTRA-STRENGTH 
24'S caps 
$1. 
LIMIT 1 -- EXPIRES 5-1-86 | 
I STATE COUPONl 
ZEST _ 
DEODORANT SOAP ©9 
15' 2 oz. LIMIT 1  .- EXPIRES 5  1-86 
STATE COUPON 
CREST 
TOOTHPASTE 4.6 oz. 
LIMIT 1 - EXPIRES 3-1-86 
■STATE COUPON 
$1. 
RUFFLES 
POTATO CHIPS QQC 
• REG • SOUR CREAM & ONION ^  W 
• BACON  &  SOUR CREAM     NO LIMIT - EXPIRES 5-1-86 
STATE COUPON 
FRISBEES 
MASTER TOURNAMENT $5. 
LIMIT 1 - EXPIRES 5-l-86| 
[STATE COUPONl 
KLEENEX 
FACIAL TISSUES 89* 
175 tissues LIMIT 1  •• EXPIRES 5-1-86 
STATE COUPON    _  0^   ft  , 
SUNGLASSES      50% 
|50% OFF OFF 
NO LIMIT -- EXPIRES 5-1-86 
I ST ATE COUPON I 
GLASS PLUSS 
32 oz. 99* 
LIMIT 1      EXPIRES 5-186 
STATE COUPON 
RAMEN PRIDE 
NOODLES 3  ,or   $ 1 
•MUSHROOM • PORK 
• CHICKEN • BEEF 
STATE COUPONl 
LIMIT 3 - EXPIRES 3-1-86 
BANDANAS 
ASSORTED COLORS 99* 
LIMIT 1      EXPIRES 5-1-86 
STATE COUPON 
NODOZ 
36 tabs 
79 
LIMIT 1 - EXPIRES 3-1-86 | 
'COUPONl 
ENERGIZER 
AA BATTERIES 4 pk. $1. 
LIMIT  1      EXPIRES 5-1-86 
STATE COUPON 
ICE COLD POP 12 oz. 
• COKE • CHERRY COKE 
• DIET COKE • TAB • SPRITE 40* 
NO LIMIT --EXPIRES 5-1-861 
COOKS 
0 1 **■£•*■" ** 
PEPSI COLA 
24 pk cans Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 
Mountain Dew. 
Men's and Ladies' 
Sun Glasses 
FAMOUS BRANDS 
Opti Ray • Sunlovers 
• Vidal Sassoon • Foster Grant 
YOUR CHOICE 
/QUIVbE/lfilY 
3900 
AM/FM Cassette Player 
Model #4628 
- 'J 
$ 5 
10 pk. Men's & Boys' Tubes Socks 
All white or with with stripe. Cotton 
blend. Reg. 6.97. 
6 pk. Ladles' Tube Socks $5. 
YOUR CHOICE 
$ 1 
Glad Kitchen Bags 15 ct. • 32 oz. 
Windex • White Cloud Bath Tissue 
4 pk. • Pledge Original 7 oz. 
• Safeguard Deodorant Soap 5 oz. 
ASSORTED 
BEACH TOWELS 
29" x 60" 
SAVE 1.09 
3.88 
Ladles' Knit Shorts Pull-on shorts 
are 100% nylon knit. Stripe or mesh 
in solid colors. (S-M-L) Reg. 4.97. 
Women's Visors many styles to 
choose from 1.50 
$ 8 
.3.992T 
Rain Dane* WIIM liquid or paste 
<0241N.024SN>H«Q.«.I7 
FLOOR PILLOW 
48" x 48" 
44." VALUE 
16. 00 
FUN IN THE SUN 
FASHION  SHOW 
SATURDAY APRIL 26th 1:30 P.M. 
ALSO WILL BE DRAWING FOR 5 - $25 MERCHANDISE 
CERTIFICATES. MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN. 
1094 N. MAIN HOURS: MON-SAT 9:00-9:30 SUNDAY 11:00-6:00 
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South African government 
reforms laws of apartheid 
JOHANNESBURG, South Af- 
rica (AP)-The white govern- 
ment formally announced 
yesterday that it will make the 
most sweeping reform in gener- 
ations of apartheid by scrapping 
dozens of laws that restrict the 
movements of blacks. 
But it said blacks still will not 
be permitted to live in white 
areas. 
Anti-apartheid leaders com- 
plained that the reforms, while 
welcome, do not address the 
demands of South Africa's 24 
million voteless blacks for a 
share of political power. 
In another news, Justice Min- 
ister Kobie Coetsee announced 
yesterday that the sentences of 
at least 20,000 prisoners will be 
reduced by six months in a gen- 
eral amnesty to be declared 
May 31. 
He said the amnesty, to coin- 
cide with the 25th anniversary of 
the establishment of the Repub- 
lic of South Africa, will not apply 
to people imprisoned for of- 
fenses related to racial unrest, 
robbery, rape or assault. 
A TOTAL of 34 laws and proc- 
lamations, some dating back 60 {ears, will be repealed when 
arliament, dominated by the 
government's National Party, 
enacts the proposed legislation. 
Enforcement of the "pass 
laws," which bar blacks without 
Smuts from living or working 
white areas, was halted yes- 
terday, and the government be- 
gan releasing prisoners jailed on 
pass offenses. The government 
said a maximum of 245 prison- 
ers were affected by the move. 
Millions of blacks have been 
arrested under the pass laws. 
A policy statement submitted 
to Parliament in Cape Town 
described the laws as a relic of 
the past." It said the system, 
called influx control, would be 
replaced by "planned, positive 
urbanization" involving a uni- 
form identity document for all 
Blacks will be free to move 
from one city or town to another 
seeking work but will be allowed 
to live only in authorized resi- 
dential areas, not with the coun- 
try's five million whites. 
Anglican   Bishop   Desmond 
Tutu, one of the country's best- 
known black leaders, cautioned 
blacks to "be aware of the small 
print" in the government policy 
statement. 
"SOME FORM of influx con- 
trol may be brought in through 
the back door," said Tutu, who 
won the 1984 Nobel Peace Prize 
and has just been elected arch- 
bishop of Cape Town. 
Murphy Morobe, a spokesman 
for the anti-apartheid United 
Democratic Front coalition, 
questioned whether the govern- 
ment would desegregate neigh- 
borhoods and give blacks a 
significant political role. 
President P.W. Botha "still 
has to answer on the question of 
Klitical   representation   for 
icks at the decision-making 
level," Morobe said. 
Reaction from white moder- 
ates was more enthusiastic. 
Colin Eglin, leader of the opposi- 
tion Progressive Federal Party, 
predicted an economic upturn 
for the country when it became 
"free from the restrictions of the 
past... and imbued with a new 
positive spirit." 
G.S. Supreme Court urged 
to OK balanced budget law 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court was 
urged yesterday to uphold a law requiring a 
balanced federal budget by 1991 because the 
deficit is "a growing cancer that may soon be- 
come inoperable." 
The justices, refereeing a major constitutional 
confrontation between Congress and the White 
House, heard two hours of arguments over the 
Gramm-Rudman act. 
About two dozen members of Congress, includ- 
ing those who sponsored the legislation, listened in 
the crowded courtroom. 
A decision is expected by July. 
Several justices voiced doubts about the validity 
of the law's central provision aimed at forcing 
automatic cuts in the deficit. 
But Lloyd Cutler, who defended the law, re- 
ferred to the nation's spreading red ink as "a 
growing cancer that may soon become inoper- 
able" and imperil the nation's economic health. 
CUTLER, WHO was White House counsel in the 
Carter administration, represented the comptrol- 
lergeneral, whose office is the focus of the case. 
The comptroller general, appointed by the pres- 
ident for a 15-year term ana removable only by 
Congress, has the key job under Gramm-Rudman 
of determining deficit-reduction levels. 
The comptroller general, Charles Bowsher, 
heads Congress' General Accounting Office, a 
watchdog agency that audits federal programs. 
A special three-judge federal court 
ruled Feb. 7 that Gramm-Rudman breaches the 
separation of powers betwen the executive and 
legislative branches because of Bowsher's role. 
The panel said the law, in effect, empowers an 
officer of Congress to perform an executive func- 
tion. 
Solicitor General Charles Fried, the Reagan 
administration's top courtroom lawyer, urged the justices to uphold the lower court's ruling. 
"HERE WE have an officer (the comptroller 
general) who gives orders to the president. Fried 
said. "These powers are entirely novel. This grant 
of authority violates the Constitution." 
Ideal gift for a special friend! 
Which of the following pizza places in Bowling 
Green has operated the longest In the same 
location and under the same name? 
A. Domino's C.   Pisanello's 
B. Pagliai's D.   Puffs 
fLACE^ 
P961 aouis sfiipuestd j 
Available on-campus at the University Bookstore, Little Shop-Union, or call 352-8095 
Are you ready 
to push the 
career panic button? 
At this time of the year, thousands ol 
students—just like you—begin to panic over 
deciding what job or career they are best 
suited tor. It you are not sure, we can help. 
Our career counseling and planning sen/Ices 
help you find the career that best matches your 
skills, goals, interests, and personality. 
.:::::::::-1^B&^BI W 
Q[: 
1 1 Career Research & Development Is not an employment agency, but rather a counseling, training and consulting company specializing In helping you discover what you most want 
to do. Our complete 4-step program costs only 
$175. A small price when weighed against 
your future. 
Dont push the button yet. Call us for a free 
consultation. You have nothing to lose and a 
rewarding career to gain. 
 mM 
'.'.'. '• '• '•'■ '■ '• '• ' •''.'.'. '.'.'.' '• :::::::::::::::::::^B 
(419)866-6064 
Bc- 
■ ■ ■ ■ *a *^H 
PPi:: Cariir Research S Development :::::!S 
B910 AIRPORT HWY SUITE 1A   HOLLAND. OH 43528 
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Celebrezze to appeal Ohio abortion law 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Attorney Gen- 
eral Anthony Celebrezze Jr. said yes- 
terday he wffl appeal a federal judge's 
decision that declared Ohio's new abor- 
tion notification law unconstitutional. 
I want to stay in this case," Ce- 
lebrezze said. 
The law, which was challenged by 
the American Civil Liberties Union of 
Ohio, would have required doctors to- 
notify parents or guardians of unmar- 
ried minors who seek an abortion. 
Robert Tenenbaum, spokesman for 
the attorney general, said a notice of 
appeal will be filed within 30 days in the 
U.S. 6th Circuit Court of Appeals in 
Cincinnati. 
"TONY INDICATED this morning 
he definitely wants to appeal," Tenen- 
baum said. He said the attorney who is 
handling the case fully believes the 
state can win on appeal. 
"(Celebrezze) really believes that 
this law is constitutional. I think he also 
considers (it) a basic responsibility to 
consider the constitutionality, anyway. 
It's something we do somewhat rou- 
tinely," Tenenbaum said. 
There initially had been some doubt 
about the state's ability to pursue the 
case because Celebrezze and Gov. 
Richard Celeste were dismissed as 
defendants. 
"(But) there's a separate federal 
statute that says that when the consti- 
tutionality of any state law is chal- 
lenged, the court shall notify the state 
attorney general who then has the 
option of intervening in the case," 
Tenenbaum said. 
No matter which side wins in the 
appeals court, Tenenbaum said that 
decision also will likely be appealed. 
"This is the kind of case I would say is 
very likely to wind up in the Supreme 
Court either way," he said. 
U.S. District Judge Ann Aldrich 
ruled Tuesday the law "violates the 
due process clause of the 14th Amend- 
ment to the Constitution" concerning 
citizenship rights. 
She ordered prosecutors in the city of 
Akron and Summit County not to take 
action against the plaintiff, an unidenti- 
fied teen-ager who was seeking an 
abortion in Akron without parental 
notification at the time the case was 
filed. 
The law required 24 hours' notifica- 
tion. In cases in which a young woman 
feared physical or other retribution, 
the notification requirement could 
have been waived by a juvenile court judge. 
MARK LEW, acting director of the 
Ohio ACLU, said an appeal by one of 
the parties in the sun had been ex- 
pected. 
"I tended to expect that it would be 
the kind of thing that would be pressed 
at least this further step in the proc- 
ess," Levy said. 
AIDS rarely contracted 
in hospitals, study shows 
BOSTON (AP) - A study of needle punctures 
and other accidental exposure to the blood of 
AIDS patients has found that the spread of 
AIDS infections in hospitals is extremely rare, 
even during direct blood-to-blood contact. 
Researchers at the Centers for Disease Con- 
trol found that just two of 963 health-care 
workers exposed to AIDS patients' blood and 
other body fluids went on to develop AIDS virus 
infections. Only one of these two clearly got the 
infection from the hospital exposure. 
The researchers described their findings as 
reassuring. Compared to hepatitis B, they 
wrote, "the risk oTHTLV-in-LAV (AIDS virus) 
infection to health-care workers exposed to 
patients with AIDS appears to be extremely 
The one clear case of infection was a woman 
health-care worker in New York state who 
accidentally jabbed herself deeply with a con- 
taminated needle during an emergency proce- 
dure on an AIDS patient. Two weeks later, she 
developed flu-like symptoms that can occur in 
the early stages of AIDS infection. 
Later blood tests revealed that her body had 
begun to produce antibodies to the AIDS virus, 
but while the woman has swollen lymph nodes 
she has not developed AIDS. 
"IT WAS a tragic accident," said Rachael 
Stricof, an epidemiologist with the New York 
State Department of Public Health. 
Dr. Eugene McCray of the CDC described it 
as the first documented case of occupationally 
acquired AIDS infection among U.S. health- 
care workers. However, Dr. Stanley Weiss of 
the National Cancer Institute disputed this 
claim and said a case he reported last October 
was the first clear case. 
Needle wounds happen frequently in hospi- 
tals. 
The latest research is one of several studies 
under way to see what happens to health 
workers who accidentally jab themselves with 
needles used on AIDS patients. 
Official: Medicare processes 
cause hardships to elderly 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Ad- 
ministration moves to process 
Medicare claims more slowly 
will not only create hardships 
for elderly recipients but could 
actually cost the government 
more money, the General Ac- 
counting Office said Tuesday. 
GAO official Michael Zimmer- 
man and insurance company 
representatives told a House 
subcommittee that cutting the 
government's claims processing 
budget will make it harder for 
private carriers to pay benefits. 
"Increased backlogs create 
risks and costs" for both the 
government and the private in- 
surance companies that are paid 
to process the claims, Zimmer- 
man told the House Ways and 
Means health subcommittee. 
Health Care Financing Ad- 
it pollute. 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CURE 
12(53 KRAMER RD 
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Congratulations on State 
Day Awards 
Outstanding AZ Chapter 
In Ohio 
Membership A ward 
Activities — First Place 
Best Press Book and Skit 
Golden Heart — Patti Hanna 
Crest A ward — Lora Badal 
Tamara Nault 
Honourable Mention 
Pledge Education 
Enrichment 
Sorority Education 
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THURSDAY- 
WFAL PARTY 
The jocks from WFAL will be here 
to party the night away! 
College I.D. Night 
• Get in FREE with a Coljege I.D. 
FRIDAY- 
FM104 
Hawaiian Lei Party 
free lets at the door 
SATCIRDAY- 
PAST PRIME PIZZA PARTY 
Party till 4:00 a.m. 
—For the 18 & over crowd— 
ministration officials said ■judget constraints were forcing 
the agency to increase the proc- 
essing time for both Part A 
hospitalization and Part B doc- 
tor's care to 30 days by Oct. 1. 
Part A claims took about 15.6 
days to process at the end of the 
1965 fiscal year, said Kevin Mo- 
ley, the agency's acting asso- 
ciate administrator for 
operations. Part B claims now 
take 20 days to process, he said. 
MOLEY SAID some of the 
money saving steps taken by 
agency "such as increasing the 
payment cycle, are sound finan- 
cial management initiative that 
should be continued even in a 
less constrained budget environ- 
ment. 
"Given the fact that six per- 
cent of the Medicare Trust Fund 
revenues come from interest, 
moving to a 30-day cycle earns 
the trust fund approximately $130 million per year," Moley 
said. 
But   Zimmerman   told   the 
Knel that bigger processing 
cklogs "coulabeparticularly 
damaging to beneficiaries and 
providers when backlogs are 
already high." 
Zimmerman, who directed a 
recent GAO study of Medicare, 
said the average backlog of un- 
Sirocessed   claims   increased 
ram 7.7 million to 13.7 million 
between 1960 and 1964, he said. 
tn in illinium 
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VIDEO SPECTRUM 
JtniTiii n 11111111111 liJTtWJ 
Is offering 
BIG SAVINGS 
Videos On Sole Include: 
from $24.95 - $29.98 
Romancing The Stone 
The King And I 
On Golden Pond 
The Sound Of Music 
South Pacific 
Casablanca 
Patton 
M.A.S.H 
Young Frankenstein 
The Maltese Falcon 
4000 MOVIES ■ mi f 11 nr" 'gH 
, By LocoJ People 
112*. Washington, B.G. 
352-4171 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
Apartments Available for 
Summer and Fall 
521 E. Merry (near the Towers) 
2 BR—Furnished 
707 & 711 Third St. 
1 BR—Unfurnished 
Furnished 
715 & 719 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
723 & 727 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
Unfurnished 
831 Seventh St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
840-830 Sixth St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
2 Baths 
Forest Apts.—S. College and Napoleon 
2 BR—Furnished 
449 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
435 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
John Newlove Real Estate 
For more details, call 
354-2260 or 352-6553 
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Court upholds DCII sentence 
COLUMBUS (AP)-Ohio's Supreme 
Court ruled unanimously yesterday that 
people who are convicted of drunken driving 
more than once within five years cannot be 
sentenced to alcoholic treatment centers 
instead of jail. 
The high court's decision came in a 1983 
Hamilton County case in which Daniel John- 
son was arrested and charged with driving a 
vehicle under the influence of alcohol. It was 
the third time in five years that he had been 
found guilty of a DUI offense, court docu- 
ments showed. 
Before sentencing, Johnson voluntarily 
entered a treatment center for one month. 
He asked that the treatment be credited in 
lieu of a mandatory 30-day jail sentence for 
thinMime offenders. The trial court ap- 
proved Johnson's request. 
BUT THE Ohio 1st District Court of Ap- 
peals overturned the decision, saying that 
multiple offenders within five years must 
serve 10- and 30-day jail penalties provided 
by state law. 
The Supreme Court upheld the appeals 
court ruling, saying state law gives judges 
discretion to impose a three-day sentence at 
a treatment facility in lieu of jail in cases 
where an offender has not been convicted 
during the proceeding five years. 
"However, trial courts are precluded 
from exercising such a sentencing option 
with regard to multiple offenders,'' the 
court said. 
In another unanimous decision, the Su- 
preme Court ruled that state liquor agents 
were improperly deceptive when they en- 
tered a University of Cincinnati fraternity 
house to investigate complaints of illegal 
liquor sales. 
The decision stemmed from a 1963 inci- 
dent in which two Ohio Department of 
Liquor Control agents visited the Pi Kappa 
Alpha fraternity. 
Neither agent identified himself, but both 
managed to gain access for a tour of the 
house. They saw a soft-drink machine which 
contained several brands of beer and were 
allowed to buy a can, returning the next day 
with a search warrant. 
The fraternity was charged with selling an 
alcoholic beverage without a permit; pos- 
session of alcoholic beverages for sale with- 
out a permit; and unlawful possession of 
untaxed alcoholic beverages. 
A MOTION to suppress evidence was 
granted by the Hamilton County Municipal 
Court. It said that since the agents gained 
entrance by deception, they were trespass- 
ers. 
The Ohio 1st District Court of Appeals 
overturned the decision, saying the agents 
were privileged because they were charged 
with enforcing state liquor laws. 
The Supreme Court, in a decision written 
by Justice William Sweeney, unanimously 
reversed the appeals court, allowing the 
evidence to be suppressed. 
In other action, the court ruled 6-1 that a 
professional degree or license is not marital 
property, and the present value of projected 
future earnings of a degreed spouse is not a 
marital asset subject to division upon di- 
vorce. 
Honda plant takes on youthful look 
MARYSVILLE, Ohio (AP) - A 
look down the assembly line at 
the Honda car plant shows why 
the United Auto Workers union 
temporarily withdrew its elec- 
tion petition after a six-year 
organizing push. 
The area is a sea of young 
workers. Except for the white 
company uniforms and green 
Honda caps, it's a scene from 
the Henry Ford era. 
The doubling-up is part of the 
training for hundreds of fresh 
recruits as Honda opens a new 
assembly line a few yards away 
and more than doubles its pro- 
duction capacity to 360,000 
Accord and Civic cars annually. 
The new hires - some just out 
of school, others adjusting to 
their first well-paying job after 
toiling for much lower wages in 
rural central Ohio - aren't likely 
union prospects. 
The influx has been so great in 
recent months that holding a 
UAW election anytime soon 
would be "like spotting them 
1,000 votes," organizer Hugh 
Smith said at the local union 
hall. 
THE EXPANSION is ex- 
pected to push up Honda em- 
ployment to 3,500, including an 
adjacent motorcycle factory 
and a nearby engine plant. The 
UAW leadership in Detroit won't 
say when the union will finally 
try for an election, although 
some union supporters here 
think it could be a year away. 
The UAW last month, on the 
eve of a federal hearing to set an 
election date, announced it was 
withdrawing its election peti- 
tion. An earlier election date. 
Dec. 19, had been postponed 
when the union filed charges of 
unfair labor practices against 
Honda, which subsequently 
were dismissed. 
Union backers here said that 
may have been a mistake on the 
Ct of their strategists in De- 
t because union strength was 
highest in December and be- 
came diluted with new hires by 
the time the charges were set- 
tled. 
Even if the union had lost in 
December, a close vote would 
have solidified support, said 
some workers, who spoke on 
condition they not be identified 
by name. There was widespread 
disappointment, they said, and 
now the union must mend some 
fences in its own ranks. 
"WE WILL continue to have 
an organizing drive there until 
we organize it," UAW Vice Pres- 
ident Stephen Yokich, the head 
of the union's efforts, said in 
Detroit. He said more time and 
money will be spent, but he 
declined to say how much. 
Union strategists say the 
lengthy startup times common 
to Japanese car plants mean it 
will be months before the new 
workers are subjected to what 
they call backbreaking demands 
of the Honda assembly line. 
Depositors regain 
access to savings 
CINCINNATI (AP)-De- 
positors of the former Valley- 
wood Savings Association 
rejoiced with a celebration 
dinner and a symbolic burn- 
ing of their protest signs yes- 
terday as they regained full 
access to their money for the 
first time in more than a 
year. 
The celebration came as 
Suburban Federal Savings 
and Loan Association of Cin- 
cinnati reopened four of the 
five former Valleywood of- 
fices for full service. A fifth 
office and its deposits were 
merged with one of the other 
four. 
"Everyone is very happy 
and very elated," said Karen 
Carson, who organized and 
led the Valleywood Deposi- 
tors Association in protests to 
spur state officials to com- 
plete negotiations to sell Val- 
leywood and get its offices 
fully reopened with federal 
deposit insurance. 
FOR THE depositors, it 
was the first lime since 
March 1965 that they had full 
access to their money. The 
Cincinnati-based Valleywood 
Savings Association was the 
last Ohio savings and loan 
still operating under restric- 
tions from last year's crisis of 
69 privately insured Ohio 
thrifts, which resulted from 
the March 1965 collapse of 
Home State Savings Bank. 
About 40 depositors gath- 
ered outside a suburban val- 
leywood office, which bore a 
new Suburban Federal sign, 
to set fire to the picket signs 
they used in recent protests. 
The depositors had accused 
Gov. Richard Celeste's ad- 
ministration of foot-dragging 
in selling Valleywood to a 
federally insured savings and 
loan. 
Carson, 34, predicted that 
many of the former Valley- 
wood depositors would keep 
their money in Suburban Fed- 
eral, which she said has a 
reputation as a conservative, 
well-run thrift institution. 
"We feel secure. They have 
no reason not to win our trust. 
They've been here 103 
years," Carson said of Subur- 
ban Federal. 
"I WOULD say most of the 
people would be supporting 
the company. We should be 
grateful to them, because 
they're the only ones that 
wanted us," said Rose Mor- 
gan, a member of the deposi- 
tors' steering committee. 
State officials had clamped 
a Jl,000-per-month limit on 
maximum monthly withdra- 
wals from the privately in- 
sured Valleywood until it 
could obtain federal deposit 
insurance or be sold to a 
federally insured institution, 
like Suburban Federal. 
Celeste's administration 
oversaw Suburban Federal's 
assumption of Valleywood's 
deposits, and the purchase of 
Valleywood's mortgages by 
State Savings Bank of Colum- 
bus. 
3 take a day off from smoking ■t   ■  Blfff 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
Don't mind the walk 
if you 
can save the money? 
733 MANVILLE 
-k 2 Bedroom Unfurnished 
• Free Water & Sewer 
• I Vt Baths 
• Student Consumer Union 
Lease 
328 S. MAIN 352-5620 
CHECKOUT 
OUR MANY 
NEW 
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• ••• 
faNew Arrivals: 
Barney's 
Video 
Ev»ry 10th Movie Free! 
We Carry 
Both Beta 
and VHS 
Tapes 
• •••• 
Invasion USA        TWOMOVUS. 
Wednesdays All VCR rentals $2,991 
RENTAL RATES 
Same Day 99' 
(Wull be in be1..', ipml 
Overnight *1.99 
V.deo Recorders . . *5.99 
"♦SPECIALS*** 
Sun. overnight 99" 
lues   overnight      2 tor 1 
. Thurs. to Mon. $3.49 
Sot. loMon $2.98 
Membership Required—$10 for one year 
1093 N Main St., BG      3541401 
Mon   Sat   10-9       Sun. 11-6 
1
   Next to Barney's Convenient Mart A Sfe 
Beer and Wine at state Minimum Prices     ^■^■^ 
I f T t T t TlOpen 6:30 a.m-1 a.m. every day IIYITJ 
TIME FOR A 
Wc know it!, a busy time ktr you - 
Time to celebrate, time to reflect But 
it's .ilv) time to look to the future 
kinkos tan help you prepare lor 
your future Vie have a wide range irf 
specialty paper* and matching* 
envelope* to give your resume the 
prolcxsiorul look it deserve?.. 
Come by and see us today There's 
no time like the present. 
kmko's 
Or—tcopm. Or—t people. 
325 E. Wooster St;   (ACTOM from loco Ml)   354-3977 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
Tabloid 
Special Edition 
THE BG NEWS 
Featuring: 
• Camping „ BGS(J in tne Summer 
• Road trips within 3 hours       . • The "Ultimate" picnic 
• Ohio marathons • Black Swamp Bike Club 
• Fun along the Maumee River 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30 
Advertising Deadline: Thurs., April 24, 4 p.m. 
214 West Hall • 372-2601 
Oversized Knit Tops 
Pineapple Print 
1/4 Off 
Straw Hats 
Asst. Styles 
30% Off 
Ankle Bracelets 
1/2 Price 
Coordinating Prints 
Skirts, Tops, Jackets 
Florals, Stripes 
1/4 Off 
Terry Shorts 
White, Red, Blue, Yellow 
1/4 Off 
Spring Sweaters 
Entire Stock 
20-50% Off 
Bathing Suits 
Entire Stock 
1/4 Off 
Une f^ou/de 
525 &Jr 
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BG New 'Peter FeBman 
Bowling Green co captain Korey Kerscher, seen here in an earlier match 
against Ohio University, was beaten by her Michigan State opponent 6-2. 
6-1 yesterday as the Falcons were crushed 9-0 by the Spartans. 
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NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
Choose your Summer 
Apartment NOW!1.1. 
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments 
• Apartments, houses, 
duplexes 
• Bargain rates 
• Very close to campus 
• Summer Leases Available 
• Student Consumer Union 
Lease 
328 S. MAIN 352-5620 
Women netters dumped 
Line-up changes in order for struggling team 
by Matt Wlnkeljohn 
sports reporter 
The Bowling Green women's 
tennis team was simply over- 
matched yesterday morning, 
losing 9-0 to a strong Michigan 
State squad in Toledo. The loss, 
coupled with the lady netter's 
recent string of bad luck, has 
forced coach June Stack to jug- 
gle her doubles lineup. 
"Things just have not clicked 
lately. This is for the whole 
team. We have to start getting 
some wins out of our doubles 
teams," Stack said. 
The new doubles arrange- 
ments will pair Lyn Brooks with 
Korey Kerscher at number one 
doubles. Also, Maryanne 
Kowalski will Join Lynda Wick 
at number two doubles. Paula 
Pocock will remain teamed with 
Gwen Scott at number three 
doubles. 
The netter's problems went 
from bad to worse two weeks 
ago when freshman Sarah Grif- 
fith left the team, citing person 
personal problems as the rea- 
son. Griffith had been the Fal- 
con's number five singles player 
and teamed with co-captain Ko- 
rey Kerscher to form the num- 
ber two doubles team. 
WHEN GRIFFITH left the 
team, Gwen Scott moved from 
number six singles to number 
five. Paula Pocock moved into 
the number six spot. Also, Wick 
moved to number two doubles 
with Kerscher. Pocock filled 
Wick's spot at number three 
doubles. 
Although there had been con- 
versation on the team about 
"It's getting rougher with every match. 
With all the injuries, the red-shirts and 
people quitting, it's been very hard. But 
with all the losing, the team's attitude is 
still very good." 
— Korey Kerscher 
playing styles prevented the 
move. Brooks, the Falcon's co- 
captain, said Wick and Kowalski 
play a very similar type of game 
and would normally not appear 
to be good doubles partners. 
"Maryanne and Lynda both 
play a very singles-oriented 
game. This might not be the 
answer, but we have to try 
something," Brooks said. "We 
have to find a compatible 
switch. Hopefully, this will give 
us a fresh start. 
There Is no lack of compatabi- 
lity between Brooks and 
Kerscher. 
"Korey and I played together 
last year and I'm real comfort- 
able with her. This should be an 
easy adjustment for us," Brooks 
said. "Maryanne and I just have 
not been able to get anything 
going. We're trying to keep the 
team up with this move." 
BROOKS ADDED that 
Kerscher is probably the best 
doubles player on the team. 
With Brooks being the top sin- 
gles player on the team, that 
combination looks to be a good 
one. However, it remains to be 
seen if that is the case and if the 
Kowalski-Wick team can be 
competitive. 
Yesterday, the Falcons might 
have wished the match with the 
switching positions, a conflict in     Spartans had been canceled. 
THE 
STUDENT RECREATION 
CENTER 
COOPER POOL 
will be closed from 
May 7 — June 2 
The pool will reopen June 3 
Cash & Carry 
Specials 
Long Stem $ *1   O 
Red Roses do*.   1 £* • 
Mixed 
Bouquets 
Daisies 
Fancy $ ^ 
Carnations   do*.   O • 
$3   I 
pk.        *** • 
J pk.     U« 
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Stack said BG was outclassed 
from the word go. 
"Although their coach said 
they were 5-6 in their confer- 
ence, they were, next to Indiana, 
the best Big Ten team we have 
faced," Stack said. "I don't 
think there was a drop in (our) 
concentration, we were just 
pounced on." 
Yesterday's loss was the sev- 
enth In a row for the Falcons. 
Kerscher said things are getting 
difficult 
"It's getting rougher with ev- 
ery match. With all the injuries, 
the red-shirts and people quit- 
ting, it's been very hard," the 
junior from Worthington O., 
said. "But with all the losing, the 
team's attitude is still very 
good." 
The Falcons will test their new 
line-up tomorrow at Robert 
Keefe Courts at 3 p.m. against 
Miami.   The   Redskins   were 
Slicked by Mid-American Con- 
erence to win the MAC. 
Saturday, the Ohio University 
Bobcats will travel from the 
hills of Athens to flatlands of 
Bowling Green for a 1 p.m. 
match. 
Falcons 
split with 
Irish 
Bowling Green's baseball 
team battled the Fighting Ir- 
ish to capture the first game, 
but lost its scrap In the night- 
cap in Southbend, Ind. 
The Falcons won the opener 
4-3 in 11 innings, but Notre 
Dame came back to takj the 
second game 15-4. 
Rick Welch's solo home run 
In the top of the 11th gave BG 
freshman relief pitcher Steve 
Huffman his first collegiate 
victory. Huffman hurled the 
final two innings, giving up 
two hits and storing out one 
batter. 
Sophomore Eric Moraw 
started and went 5% innings, 
giving up all three runs. Soph- 
omore Mark Fleming pitched 
3% innings of shutout ball, 
striking out three. 
Despite solo home runs by 
Dave O'Kresik and Joe Muel- 
ler, the Falcons were pum- 
meled by the Irish in the 
nightcap. Junior Jeff Hook 
took the loss. 
ND was led by Tom Shields' 
four hits and five runs batted 
in. 
BG's record stands at 15-14 
while the Irish are now 16-22. 
The Falcons resume Mid- 
American Conference action 
tomorrow at Central Michi- 
gan. BG is now 6-6 in the 
MAC. 
Summer 
Jobs. 
National Corporation has 
marketing positions available 
this summer. All subject majors 
will be considered. Income— 
$800 per month plus 
scholarships. 
Interviews will be held Friday, 
April 25. 1986 
10:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m. 
205 Education 
Sign up for interviews at 
Student Employment 
460 Student Services Building 
Please be prompt! 
r>r^Mr^r>r>Ar>^^r^'^r^ 
• SUPER GRINDER 
10. 98 
sub-sandwich 
(4V4 lbs.) 
feeds 6-8 
people 
* BAKED CHICKEN 
* CORNED BEEF 
* IMPORTED BEERS 
*call ahead, good food takes time 
Alumni owned and operated 
warzys delicatessen 
1068 north main si. 
352-8534 
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Tinnemeyer puts 
life in 'balance 
by Matt Winkeljohn 
sports reporter 
The better athletes are the 
ones who achieve a balance be- 
tween their various skills. As an 
athlete, Bowling Green men's 
tennis captain Mark Tinne- 
meyer has attained that har- 
mony to the tune of a 14-7 record 
this spring. 
But Tinnemeyer also strives 
for another type of balance. His 
goal as a student is to reach an 
equilibrium between his social 
life and academics. 
"Nice grades are great, but 
for me, the college experience is 
about   meet- 
ing  people," 
said   Tinne- 
meyer.   "I 
think   I've 
had   a   nice 
mix of social 
life and edu- 
cation   at 
Bowling 
Green.   It's 
important   Tinnemeyer 
that I get along with all kinds of 
people." 
A Pittsburgh, Pa., native who 
now makes his home in Troy, 
Mich., Tinnemeyer will grad- 
uate next month with a degree in 
sales. His outgoing personality 
should be an advantage. 
"The key element to sales is 
knowing how to deal with peo- 
ple. I enjoy talking to new peo- 
ple. I'm really a ham." 
No ham on the tennis court, 
Tinnemeyer plays a game simi- 
lar to his personality. 
"I don't have the patience to 
wait back on the baseline," he 
said. "And I don't like to knock 
the ball back and forth forty 
times. I put everything into ev- 
ery shot; I want to get it over 
with quickly." 
Not one to always do things 
the easv way, Tinnemeyer took 
a roundabout trip to his position 
as Falcon captain. He made the 
team last year as a walk-on 
after a three-year hiatus from 
the sport. 
"WHEN I was about 17 I 
decided I wanted to do other 
things. I had to quit playing 
other sports when I was 12 to 
dedicate myself to tennis year- 
round." Tinnemeyer said. "I 
was also sick of the atmosphere. 
I got tired of all the little rich 
kids who were pushed into it 
(tennis) by their parents." 
Tinnemeyer satisfied his in- 
terests by playing football his 
senior year in high school and 
K-ticipating on the swim team, 
vine started playing tennis 
when he was eight, Tinnemeyer 
feels his three-year layoff was a 
positive step. 
"I think it was an advantage 
because when I started playing 
again, it was all new once 
more," he said. "It was a great 
challenge to come back and and 
try to make a college tennis 
team." 
Not only did Tinnemeyer 
make the team, he was elected 
team captain after only one sea- 
son. 
"It's a real honor being cap- 
tain, especially since my peers 
voted me in," ne said. "We have 
a young team and I want to 
leave everyone with the im- 
presU See Tinnemeyer, page 13. 
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Urge 11tem Pizza 
2 Cans of Pepsi 
$6.50 
352-3551 Expires 4-30-86 
A 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I 
352-3551   / 
expires 4-28-86 
Haircut 
I Hours 
| closed on Mondays 
| T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30 
■ Fri. - 9:30 - 7:00 
1
 Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00 
$6 Reg.$10 I 
I 
I 
Do*» 
not 
Include 
shampoo 
THE HAIR REPAIR 
"Where quality comes first" 
NEW LOCATION!  118 S. Enterprise 
2 houses south of Taco Bell 
Lois       Leah      Suzie 352-2566 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
hdiifd b> Trudr Michrl Jiffr 
ACROSS 
< <soiat*d IDC 
*> RM WM««nd 
Blue 
9 Navy oil 
'2 Comedian 
Jormson 
U Pianet fa-mesl 
from th#5un 
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17   Aui-rr witn* 
gill COTIDW"'' 
19 innstbie vapor 
20 Sour 
2i    — ia/y 
rnff 
22 Early <n the 3rd 
can   Rom 
2i  Honolulu 
DaChd'OO 
26 Medics 
30 Japanese 
aDO'igme 
31 Legal mail*' 
32 Questions 
and —   you 
no ties 
34 Mao  luno 
36 Ron o' dough 
39 French 
pomtilliSI 
40 Orna*T»enU( 
C'USt 
42 Corn  
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the — 
A*} Arthurian 
locale 
46 Very popular 
48 FAI 
M Author Fe-Oer 
51 Kind ano 
generous 
M Praise 
56 Oosessio" 
bT Car 
components 
6? Bemg 
63 Comparative 
65 Summers 
in Aries 
66 Passover least 
67 Pape* money 
66 Concorde 
69 Pursue 
70 Elated 
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t Legend 
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3 King of trie 
Huns 
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learning 
6 GuidO note 
7    m 
Ne* VO" 
8 Be active 
socially 
9 Geronimo 
to' one 
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14 Mediterranean 
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18 B'idge action 
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26 Record 
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Athletes honored 
for academic skill 
by Ron FriU 
assistant sports editor 
BG News/Joe Phelan 
Stephanie Coe:   Excells on court and In classroom 
Athletes are often stereo- 
typed as "dumb jocks, "but in 
Bowling Green you are going 
to get at least 140 dis- 
agreements to that classifica- 
tion. 
The athletic department 
yesterday honored M student- 
athletes with a cumulative 
grade point average of 3.5 or 
better at an academic honors 
luncheon at the Union. An 
additional 102 athletes were 
recognized for maintaining a 
cumulative 3.0-3.5 GPA. 
Women's basketball player 
Stephanie Coe was named 
BG's top scholar-athlete by 
keeping a 3.85 GPA in law 
enforcement. The Falcon's 
cross country team recieved 
the academic achievement 
award for combining to main- 
tain a 3.0 GPA. 
On the court, Coe averaged 
13.4 points a game this season 
as a starting guard. The 5-11 
senior was named to the Mid- 
American Conference's All- 
Academic team and was an 
honorable mention All-MAC 
choice. 
She said this honor ranks 
right up there with the confer- 
ence honors. 
"I'm proud to receive such 
high recognition from the ath- 
letic department," Coe said. 
"It is a very distinguished 
honor." 
Coe said there are a num- 
ber of reasons why she was 
able to ezcell in the class 
"I didn't play 
on the team my 
freshman year and 
I learned how to 
study." 
— Stephanie Coe 
room as well as on the court. 
"I DIDNT play on the team 
my freshman year and I 
learned how to study," the 
Utica, Mich., native said. "I 
learned how to discipline my- 
self. Being in athletics, we 
have to budget our time. The 
study tables also help." 
Since Coe sat out her fresh- 
man year, she will be able to 
play for the Falcons again 
next season. She hopes to 
graduate in December and 
then continue with graduate 
school here. 
Women's basketball coach 
Fran Voll said academics is 
the underlining reason for 
going to college and Coe de- 
serves credit for her accom- 
plishments in the class room. 
"It's just a credit to her to 
gain such an honor," Voll 
said. "The time involved for 
both athletics and school is 
incredible. It was just an out- 
standing achievement for Ste- 
phanie. 
She said the athletic depart- 
ment should take credit for 
the high number of athletes 
who also do well in the class- 
room. 
"The athletic department 
stresses academics," Coe 
said. "They firmly believe in 
the student-athlete." 
CORRECTION: TUESDAY'S AD FOR 
TONIGHT'S UAO CAMPUS FILMS 
WAS INCORRECT. 
YELLOW SUBMARINE 
WILL BE SHOWN IN GISH THEATER 
TONIGHT AT 8:00 P.M. 
FREE 
jchael Keaton 
iUNGHO 
*T 7:3019:30 
COMEDY 
WITHOUT 
BRACES 
THURSDAY STUDENTS 
WITH VALID ID 
ONLY $2.00 
A WORLD FULL OF MAOIC, WONDER 
AND DESIRE 
TOM CRUISE 
pretty in pink 
Bie lauiMer. the lovers, die Iriends Me lights 
■njMiwsy. Bie passion, trie pressure. 
MOLLY RINGWALD HARRY DEAN STANT0N 
AT 7:30 4 9:15 \HiE 
Tigers top Red Sox 
BOSTON (AP) - Dave Collins and Darnell Coles keyed a decisive 
two-run fifth with RBI singles and Frank Tanana overcame wildness 
with a three-hitter over eight innings as the Detroit Tigers defeated 
the Boston Red Sox 3-1 last night. 
Tanana, 2-1, walked six and struck out one in numbing 40-degree 
weather, but was tough in the clutch as the Tigers took the rubber of 
a three-game series. Willie Hernandez pitched the ninth for his fifth 
save. 
Boston starter Bruce Hurst, 1-2, took the loss. 
Collins, Coles and Lou Whitaker had two hits apiece for Detroit. 
Purchase any 12" or 16" 
Superb cheese pizza only. 
S/199 4 
Additional Items Si00 
Bowling Green 352-1539 
Good thru 5-11-86 
■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■■■•■•■»■•■•■•■•■•■•■■■«■ 
All Men's Intramural Soccer 
games scheduled for 
Thursday, April 24, at the Ice 
Arena Intramural Fields have 
been cancelled, and will not 
be rescheduled, due to set up 
for Springfest '86. 
■»■■■«■•■•■•■•■—■•■•■•! 
HISPANIC AWARENESS WEEK 
sponsored 0» Latino Student Union 
THURSDAY, APRIL 24 
Lecture & Discussion 
"Mural Painting—From Rivera 
to Bowling Green" 
7:00-9:00 p.m. 
319 West HaU 
Co-Sponsor: World Student Association 
Meadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Yeor 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 
shared electric 
One bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
All utilities paid 
Two bedroom furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas 8 electric 
All residents have the priviledge of using  The 
Cherrywood Health Spa located at ff* and High St. 
352-1195            214 Napoleon Rd. 
We've got 
i    what you need 
\        for your 
graduation party 
#° The 
Deli 
352-4683    1096 N. Main, B.G. 
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Astros' Thon 'eyes9 future 
Houston shortstop rebounding from beanball 
Karl Smith 
assistant managing editor 
CINCINNAli-A beanball to 
the head may be the worst night- 
mare for a baseball player. 
Bowling Green's Mike Hayes 
realized it last weekend when a 
pitch fractured three bones. 
In the pros, Houston's Dickie 
Thon found out April 18, 1984. 
The young shortstop was coming 
off his best year, hitting .286 
with 20 HRs, 79 RBI and 34 
stolen bases in 1983. 
but a Mike Torrez fastball 
went wild and, before he could 
react, Thon was on his back, 
crumpled in a pile. The ball hit 
Thon s ear flap, leaving an in- 
dentation, then it glanced into 
the bone over Thon's eye. In 
addition, some stitches grazed 
his eye, causing contusions. 
Thon has since been in reha- 
bilitation, trying to salvage what 
was one of the more promising 
careers in the major leagues. 
The road has been long and 
hard, and it's far from over. 
Last year, Thon saw limited 
action, playing in 84 games, 
hitting.fcl in 251 at-bats. This 
year. Thon is back in the start- 
ing lineup, and that could be Just 
what the doctor ordered. 
"I JUST need to play more, 
because the more you play, the 
Tinnemeyer  
"There were times when I was afraid I 
wouldn't make it... I'm happy to play 
again; I don't care what I do or how much, 
I'm just happy to be playing major league 
baseball again." 
— Dickie Thon 
stronger you get," Thon said. "I 
felt a little rusty during spring 
break. I just needed to get out 
and throw the ball." 
Winter ball in Venezuela 
helped Thon shake some cob- 
webs. But he said it will be a 
while until be reaches the level 
of some of his favorites. 
"(Cincinnati's) Dave Concep- 
cion is a great shortstop and the 
reason is he plays winter ball 
and keeps in shape. He's always 
out there," Thon said. 
In 11 games this year, Thon 
has 10 hits in 36 at-bats (.278) 
with four doubles, five RBI and 
two runs scored. He has, how- 
ever, committed three errors. 
"It's all just a matter of set- 
ting used to playing everyday 
and getting my confidence," he 
said. 
While his average is near nor- 
mal, Thon's power has not 
reached his 1983 level. But he 
said 1983 was more an exception 
than anything else. 
"I've never been a power hit- 
ter, I've always hit a lot of line 
drives," he said. "I never 
thought I would get 20 homers. I 
knew I could hit them (homers) 
in the big leagues, but not that 
many." 
There was a time when Thon 
thought he would never get an- 
other chance to hit a home run. 
He admitted rehabilitation was 
frustrating. 
"THERE WERE times when I 
was afraid I wouldn't make it," 
Thon said. 
But he has made it, at least 
this far. 
Despite the fact the incident 
set his career back, Thon said he 
isn't holding any grudges. 
"That's all behind me now, 
I'm on the road back," he said. 
"Now I have some confidence 
and that's important in baseball. 
I've got to keep it up. 
"I'm happy to play again; I 
don't care what I do or how 
much, I'm just happy to be play- 
ing major league baseball 
again." 
Even though his confidence is 
building, Thon said he is not 
satisfied with any aspect of his 
performance. 
"I never felt at any point that I 
was on top of my game," he 
said. "I just keep making plays 
and keep hitting and doing what 
I do. I don't know if I'm on top of 
my game now, and I don't know 
if I ever will. 
If that day ever comes, it 
could be that the nightmare 
turns into a pipe dream. 
D Continued from page 12. 
sion that we can compete with 
anybody because we can." 
Tinnemeyer has great faith in 
his teammates. 
"ON A given day, I think we 
can win at every spot in the 
MAC. We have something to 
prove since we were picked sev- 
enth (of eight), he said. "I wish I 
was going to be around next 
year because this is going to be a 
damn good team." 
Tinnemeyer is the Falcons' 
third singles player. Yesterday 
he played first singles at Notre 
E 
Dame. Coach Bob Gill made the 
move because Tinnemeyer is 
the only senior on the team and 
esterday's match was non-con- 
erence. 
He made the most of his op- 
portunity, beating the Irish' Dan 
Walsh 6-1, 7-5. 
"That was probably Mark's 
most impressive match in his 
two years at Bowling Green. 
Walsh is one of the top ten play- 
ers in the midwest," Gill said. 
Notre Dame has one of the 
strongest teams in this part of 
the country. Tinnemeyer said 
the match was indicative of pro- 
gress. 
"My game has really come 
together lately and so has the 
team's. I think we're well pre- 
pared," he said. "We haven't 
played as many games as some 
of the MAC schools and I think 
some of them are starting to 
burn out. We are going to sur- 
prise some people at the tourna- 
ment." 
Tinnemeyer's final goal is to 
win the Mid-American Confer- 
ence title at third singles next 
month. But if he fails, he will 
have past and future successes 
to treasure. 
"It's been a real good four 
'Astro'nomical 
Houston's Dickie Thon can now see a light at the end ol the tunnel 
alter his long batlle against the effects ol a beanball. Thon has 
resumed his starting shortstop position alter playing in just 84 games 
last season lor the Astros. 
Take a day off from smoking 
years, there's nothing like col- 
lege. I'll miss it," Tinnemeyer 
said. "The best things I'll take 
outta here are the friends and 
the fun. I wouldn't do anything 
differently. Now, I can't wait to 
start working and meeting more 
people." 
HOARD'S I 
210 n. main 
I HI HOT BLUES FROM CHICAGO 
LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING SUMMER IN EUROPE? 
WANT TO EARN ACADEMIC CREDIT? 
THERE IS STILL TIME TO ENROLL IN 
THE SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN NANTES, FRANCE. 
• Classes in English. No knowledge of French Required. 
• BGSU Credit — Undergraduate and Graduate. 
• 5 Week Course. 
• Live with French Families. Absorb French Culture. 
• Open to Business and Non-Business Majors. 
Information Meeting: Tuesday, April 29, 8:30 p.m. at the 
French House 
For More Information Contact: 
Dr. Charles Chittle, Department of Economics 
Phone: (419) 372-8180, 372-2646, 352-6012 
EDDIE SHAW 
& 
THE WOLF PACK 
Tonight, Friday, Saturday 
NO COVER 
A Designated Driver Participant 
i*********************************** 
The BG News 
.Classified Information. 
Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(The BG News is not responsible (or postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per line. $1 80 minimum 
50' extra per ad lor bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line 
PREPAYMENT is required tor all non-university related business and individuals. 
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible tor error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please 
come to 214 West Hall immediately it there is an error in your ad The BG News will not be 
responsible lor typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions. 
The Graduate Student Senate 
announces the second annual 
Charles E. Shenklin Award 
for research excellence 
The Outstanding Contributor to Grad- 
uate Education will also be announced. I 
Tonight 7:30 p.m. McFall Gallery 
A reception will follow 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address  
Social Security # or Account #  
(For biing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearty, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)  
.Phone# 
Classification In which you with your ad to appear: 
        Campus & City Events' _ 
       Lo»t ft Found _ 
       RkJat _ 
       S*rvlci Offered _ 
       Personals 
•Campus/City Event ads an published free ol charge lor on* day for a nonprofit event or meeting only 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sal* 
For Rent 
Dates ol Insertion Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mail) 
The BO News 
214 West Hall BGSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to The BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
Total number of days to appear, 
Classifieds BG News/April U, 1S8C 14 
CAMPUS « CITY EVENTS 
Frerich Fan. Friday. Aprl25 'Swarm In Love'' 
' 30pm. OW Theatre MM—ton FREE In 
Irench a«i Engksh subtitles  Starring: Jeremy 
RED CROSS I SI ANNUAL SURF I TURF" 
BUFFET FRIDAY MAY 2. ISM 5 00 8 30 
P M AT FIRST UNITED METHODIST 
CHURCH SB ADULTS. (6 CHILDREN 4-12, 
CHILDREN UNDER 3 FOR FREE $1 MORE AT 
DOOR FOR TICKETS CALL DAN OR EARL AT 
363-0617 OR JUDV OR ANN AT 362-4575 
ALL PROCEEDS STAY IN WOOO COUNTY 
MATCMNG FUNDS FROM AID ASSOC FOR 
LUTHERANS COOKS ARE DELTA TAU 
DELTA COOK DAN HENERMAN ANO CHEF 
BUCHE FROM JEANS CAFE CABARET IN 
TOLEDO TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT 
UNtVTVERSITY HALL WED   APRIL 23RD 
ATTENTION STUMNTS INTERESTED IN 
HAWNia DMAMJTKS: MONDAY. APRIL 
26, THE STUDENT COUNCIL FOR LEARNING 
DNMMLmt IS ACIIVEIY RECRUITING 
NEW MOaERS. FOR INVOLVEMENT. EX- 
PERIENCE t SCHOLARSHIPS JOIN THE 
FIRST ORGANIZATION OF ITS KINO NATION- 
WIDE! FOR MORE INFO. CALL ANN AT 
IU4I7I 
SM Europe S Earn 6 Hours ol Credit 
SUMMER STUOY PROGRAM IN FRANCE 
Mo meeting wan Or Charles ChrtOe 
Tuesday. Apr! 29. 1986. 8 30 p m 
Al the French House on Sorority Row 
SRAND NEW APARTMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 
'SS-'S7 SCHOOL YEAR. THREE BEDROOMS 
ANO TWO FULL BATHS PLUS DISPOSAL ANO 
DISHWASHER. CALL 1S4-4702 ANO ASK FOR 
JEFF HOI TH 
THURSDAY NIGHT LIVEI 
7:M p.m   lonlght 
Ahimnl Room, 3rd floor Union 
Sponsored by Campus Crusade lor Chriat 
Visitors welcome' 
WOMEN MAKING PEACE ANO 
CREATING A NEW SOCIETY 
Authors Am* Cheathem and Mary Clara Powell 
wi praaanl mlormaBon from thalr book. Thla 
Way Daybreak Cornea   Women'e Values and 
the FuluraFnday. April 25 
8:00 p.m. 
Ice Arena Lounge, BGSU 
tree end open to al 
Ma Chaatham and Ma Powel w* be preasn- 
mg aides ol woman's art and dtscuas woman 
working lor peace   Presented In conjunction 
with Peace Week  Sponsored by Women for 
Women 
LOST ft FOUND 
Found Kite m tree on campus Cal 354-5692 
lo Identity  
Lost: 10'x 14" white pearl finish Tom-Tom In 
owe last seen 4-18 on top ol 1st floor Music 
Budding lockers 120 Reward No questions 
Cal 352-5819 
LOST Denim jacket between Hershman and 
Krsacher quads Sal . 4-19. REWARD CM 
Or egg 372 3188 
Lost   Gold add a bead necklace   (about  21 
beads 4) If round please cal 372-5675. Great 
sentimental value. 
LOST. My key case with my I D somewhere 
between Woeator and Ihe Health Center If 
found cal 354 8938 
LOST: 13" Gold chain lapprox 12" wide). 
Lost Thursday. April 10 between music building 
andebrary REWARD 352-6829 
LOST 24" gold chain and medum-slzed gold 
cross Lost si tront of Rodgers Quad on 
weekend ol Feb 7-9 Incredible sentimental 
w>k>el REWARO. Call 352-4319 
RIDES 
DESPERATELY NEED RIDE TO MARIETTA. 
OHIO, WEEKEND OF THE 25TH GAS SSS 
CALL 3721023 
HEADING SOUTH FIRST WEEK OF MAY? 
WSJ. SHARE EXPENSES CALL DAWN MWF 
11-2. 353-6187 
Ride needed 10 Columbus weekend of April 
tS-27. Can Ian* sfler S p.m. Friday. Call 
352-1512 ifter I p.m. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Al your typing needs 
prompt & professional 
Cars 352-4017 
Portable Toast Rental 362-7318 Available lor 
parties and other occasions 
PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnancy 
Mat ObHctV* silo Cal now 354 HOPE 
(4673)    Hours     M.TIi     10-8pm:   T.W Fr 
10-4 30, Sat  lOomlOO 
TYPING SERVICES lor al typee of papers at 
75 pg (dU so I 90 pg lor dissertations 
362-3987 from 8om-Bpm 
Abortion 
Free Pregnancy Teat 
Morning After Treetmenl 
Center lor Choice 
161 N Michigan 
Toledo, Onto 
(419)266-7789 
PERSONALS 
86 Beta Champa 
Baby we were 
BORN TO RUN! 
1966 Bsts 500 
Happy Hours-Friday 
3-7 Coiega Park 
uj Guys Lee Jeana S14 96 
Reg S16 991S20 00 
leena N Things, 631 Ridge 
Arm the adorer* Alpha Da* 
I can I say  l oMni reebo I was rawing 
a woman wan such class I spologtts 
Band from Uncle- Motown 
Fret Light Reggee 
ChemrJton--Top 40 
Ganerra Pentere Brltah Prog 
Hear Hem al Sat Apr! 26 
Intramural Fields 
Ml 
500 Happy Hours 
Friday 3-7 
CoeegePen. 
BECOME A COMMUNITY FRIEND 
A Community Friend provides emotional sup- 
port, friendship, and Mspendont Mng ska* 
basing lor an sdurt that nas experienced emo- 
Sonaf or mental drmcutJee n you wouk) Bis to 
shore your suss and talents for one hour a 
we*, eel Cathy Clement at 352 9459 betore 
Apr! 25 
Ma 500 Happy Hours 
3 -7 CostgePerk 
Thai Friday 
Seniors 
The or cue may be the last time you 
pay kids price on anything 
Take Advantage 
Take a Mend 
Beta 500 Happy Hours 
Beta 500 Happy Houra 
Beta 500 Happy Hours 
Cslrlor ma Ivy Spring Bauers 
20% OH 
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge 
Ccngrstuatlone Haul Schueeeler -You'l be a 
Super Rho CN (but we I maw you) Alpha Del L 
4L 
Greek Week Steering Committee AJphe Delta 
Lynn Mordsrakl and Hetdi Schueesler. Con 
gratuatlono end you'l be wonderful! Aloha Del 
Luv 
Bicycle Tune-Up Special 
omy 
Si 2 00 
al 
Pur cans 
131 W Wooster 
352-6264 
OZ Spirit' 
Get spirited lor Beta 
DZSptltl 
Good Luck to me KKG Bets Team 
McheSe SI Pierre 
Sury Burgman 
Lara Fish 
Derby Slime 
Cindy Fenetermeker 
Ciot That Kappa Sprit' 
Good Luck to Kappa Delta's Beta Queen Can- 
didate HOLLY CARTWRtOHTAOT 
Hey bger. take me lo the circus 
Hotdogal Pizza! 
Bande1 Games' 
Sal. April 26 
Intramural Flea) 
Hotdogal Ptua' 
Bands' Games' 
Sal   April 26 
intramural Fields 
JENNY WHLAMAN 
What can I say lo someone who has always 
been mere tor me, who always has a cheerful 
word, and who at me beet tag I could ask lor? 
You reafy are terrific, and you deserve the ab- 
solute best out ol Be' l know wel keep In 
touch, but I'm sure gonna maw you next 
yearlLove. Your Little 
Unrvarslty Band 
Fri. 4-25 Kobscaer • PM 
Admission Free 
JUNIORS Before you go home tor me summer, 
■fiend the Junior Placement Orientation 
meeting Thle we* inform you about upcoming 
lob opportunrties THIS IS A VERY IMPORTANT 
MEETING FOR STUDENTS PLANNING TO 
USE THE PLACEMENT OFFICE TO GET A 
JOB Monday. Apr! 26. 6:00-7:00 p m Grand 
KB 
Don't Bank your 21 SI W get sway 
Without a proper cetebrabOn someway. 
Have some drnka and quite a lew 
Because we el know one kjet won't do. 
We know you love lo party 
So coma on KB. don't be lardy" 
Love. Your 21st B day Committee 
LSAT. CPA. ORE. GMAT, MCAT 
ACT. 8AT. P8AT. NCLEX-RN 
Don't compete wax e Kaplan student, 
be one! 
CALL 362-6802 or 636-3701 
Meghan. Bnrsrth La Gaorlch Waokl Agtaann! Ta 
Ghra Tuss. Webb*.... 
SENIOR CHALLENGE TEAM CAPTAINS 
and TEAM MEMBERS 
AS uulelanasni Sealer Choeange 
Pledge cerde should be returned 
no later then Frldey, April 26 
10 the MHetl Alumni Center. 
HAVING A PARTY 
order your party subs NOW 
Caa)Sl-SM3 
Two toot oemba leeda I 
skill 
NANTUCKET: MARTHA'S VWEYARO LOOK- 
ING FOR ROOMMATE THIS SUMMER. 
EITHER PLACE   CALL 354 6508 SCOTT 
The brothers ol Delta Tau Delta would ate lo 
wtah ma* cook. Dan Heurman a happy wthday 
We sppntaas the good work Keep » up 
The brothers ol Delta Tau Delta wouk) Ska » 
mank ms OO's tor the fun taa last Flatly. . 
One hundred thirty lour 
BGSU Community Service 
(United CtvUtan Feeowarap) 
studsnts served 100 Wood County 
rssMonta thai school year gMng 
2.814 volunteer hours 
TNs. our National Volunteer Week. 
■ a time lo say THANK YOU'" 
The brothers of Data Tau Delta wouk) ate to 
congrarmele Fred llesgan on being elected 
Order of Omega Prseldont. 
The brothera ol DeM Tau Delta would axe lo 
congratUete Seen Hardy and Km Powsnda on 
fhalr OTD-OQ tavsaertng  
ThsBrayar, 
Congratusrtlona on your membership Into OOK 
honorary   We are vary proud' 
Love, your Kappa Satera 
Win a pair ot (token lo WEST SIDE STORY" 
Comcarnents ot the Latino Student Union. A 
kee raffle ticket at) be given to al students al 
lending any ol me Hapamc Awareneae Week* 
activities Raffle wl be held Thursday Al win- 
ners wi be notified on Friday. 16 pairs of 
scksts saasaskv 
MR SPOTS 
AUTHENTIC. ORIGINAL 
Ptvasdetohio Steak Sandwiches 
Buffalo Style Chicken Wlnga 
We detver liter 4:00 
362-SPOT 
•"SIGMA NU"' 
SET PSYCHEO  TO  BE   1966   BETA  500 
CHAMPS'" WE'RE  BEHIND YOU ALL THE 
WAY! LOVE. THE WHITE ROSES  
ALLEN M. WINSLOW IS FINALLY 211 HAPPY 
SMTHOAYI I LOVE YA. MARCIA 
AXO 
BE  PREPARED  FOR A SUPER  WARM-UP 
WITH THE BETAS TONIGHT' COME SEE HOW 
WILD WE CAN BE SO CLOSE TO THE RACE! 
SEE YOU THERE' LOVE. THE BETA*. 
DESK) 
Have a greet birthday! You are flraay legs!1 
You're e greet Mend and neighbor' Have ton 
watl Chuckles tomorrow nightlLove ya Ions' 
Kef, 
FREE SUNGLASSES DRAW WO 
Irsl Impressions cstebrstae its I St Anniversary 
si SFRINOFESTI New Oeotone-Sungaeess 1 
doming taahlona See ya there! FIRST IMPRES- 
SIONS.. ."A SHADE AHEAD OF THE PACE." 
MR SPOTS 
CHICKEN WINGS. HOAGIES 
Sleek Sandwiches, soups S 
leads We Denver altar 4:00 
352-SPOT 
Happy 27th Birthday 
MARY BETH REPKO 
IIOOTCHAII 
C.A.A.F 
C.A.A.F. 
C.A.A.F. 
CJULF. 
JEFF REYNALLT 
Hey I heard you gave an encore performance 
eat Frldey night! Maybe next Bme you can eel 
•ckete 
KAREN SUE 1001*01 
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY 
Hope ma one adds to our specks' memories 
togethertWe love ya. Law. Cassandra I Barb 
MR SPOTS 
BO'S ROOKIE OF THE YEAR 
WE DELIVER THE BEST 
362-SPOT 
Li. Sen, IChemp) 
Happy 21 st birthday Is my reemlel Get reedy 
ta celebrate Ms weekend. (Wat N be e*e Hat 
rear. Orsce?) 
Love. Jenny 
Fast H wes Moo, now N'a yea. Second Hie 
door, bat anal far? Than the eda met made 
you sad. We*, hare's eeaw cheer to awl a 
year I think you're the SESTII (P.S. Da you 
know atari today leT)  
SARATQAANT" 
ConraaUaSona on your "tomaa" avesermgi 
Wan I could ve been mere. I tova you guys' 
Asay 
StOEP-SETA 
■ ■ UTA 
S*Q EP-BETA   . 
5J«» 
Mats 
*NJE» 
Bajt* 
Seta II 
Mflp 
■•■» 
Malt 
SUM 
aaaaa Cat's 
Ws kwe our new letters! You guys are 
lenteeao-Ost peyched tor the picnic on Surv 
dayl Lore, the seMors ol KKO  
•II 
SaLAartHS 
Musk), tood and ton 
lor everyone" 
The Bretheri ot Sigma Chi 
would Uks lo congrstulate 
the PI Seta I 
The Brothers ol Sigma Chi 
ajaajM Sea to uarHjralussIa 
Aaaha XI "DREAM BOY" 
Srsd Krlder 
en Ne Sigma Cht-Alpha XI pinning 
Mr Spot's 
Check Out The New 
Spot's T-Shrts - S6 00 
362-SPOT 
We Detver me Beet 
THE SIGMA CHI FRATERNITY 
has 
Suftslo Style Chwken Wings 
FOR SALE 
Ba«Wo Style CNcksn Wings 
FOR SALE 
Al the ISM Sprlngfeel 
WANTED 
1 Female loolung lor a pace 10 kva in the Fal 
(Derjertroergradualel Cal Jane 354-1010 
1 lenaaa nort-ernoking roommate needed tor 
Summer 66 to rsnt spl on Scon Hamelon St 
CelChenne. 353-0409 
1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR 
86-87 SCHOOL YEAR CLOSE TO CAMPUS 2 
BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT LOW 
RENT CALL CATHY AT 372-4*07. 
1 or 2 roommates needed for summer ol '86. 
Ntoe   apartment,   cheep   rant.   Cal   Jetl   al 
372-3132.  
DeeperaaMy need 2 people, preferably lamele 
to lubtassi an apt tor Fal '86 only Furraahed. 
AC. dose to campus Please cal 372-4044 
Female rrjornrraas to share mobile home for 
Summer. Own bedroom. S160~mo. 
Cal Joy. 352-0956 
M or F rmte wanted tor Fal 1986-Sprlng 
1987 354-1386. after 7pm. 
Need 1 lemele non smoking roommate for our 
house. Summer 1966 and it's s atatile now! 
CM 353-0010  
Needed: 1 or 2 open-minded females for sum- 
mar apartment very ctoee to campus. 
352 3939 6am- 11pm ■ 
One lemele roornmata needed tor summer 
S130 tor entire Summer Cal Mona at 
354-3406.  
Roomrraas naadid tor Summer '66. Own 
bedroom $110- month, al unities paid Cal 
372-3638 or 372 3139  
Roommatea needed for targe house summer 
or*/. Own room, cats welcome. 363-7684. 
. House • 3 doorstrom "Merka" 
on Uanvaa Five bedrooma. and great location' 
Cal 372-4308  
Need lamele roommate lo subleese very race 
set. tor June through August. Cal Renea. 
SSS-201S. 
352-1131. 
1160. 
WANTED: Female, non-smokmg roommete to 
srara 2 bedroom apt. a*h 2 gala tor 1986-87 
year.  BG  Apartments on Second  St   Cal 
372-4546 
HELP WANTED 
1 20 Counselor I katructor Positions Avsasble 
PnVale Coed Summer Camp In Pocono Mts . 
Pa. Contact: Cayuga. PO Box 234BG, 
Ksraworth. NJ 07033 (201)276-0106 
Atienoon  Cant say you can't asm enough 
money tfss summsr unal you check Come see 
what Society Corp can do for you Wervlewael 
12:30. 1:30, 2:30. 3.30. 4.30 Tha) oppor- 
rumty naght turn your summer around Must 
nave taapulsasiiii See you Thursday and Fri- 
day. Aon 24m and 25m. Fort Room, Student 
union. 
CHILD CARE-BOSTON AREA We have many 
temeei tootohg tor loving chad care workera. 
One   year   aaaaaaaaat   exoaSsnt   salary. 
bsnsPtt. round trip trsnsponstlon Anna F'ach. 
Chadcars Pacement Ssrvtce. 149 Buckmraler 
Pal.. BrooUne. MA 02146  617 5666294 
CtaVJCAL SOCIAL WCto<J=r18-COIJNSELJNG 
P8YCH0LOOJ8TS (LUaraaatss reglonel com- 
munlty mental health canter wUti a locus of ser- 
vlcee to lanvJaa s chldrsn has opportunity tor 
caracal rjoelllon at the. Fmoary, OH aM Oppor 
tumoae tor out-paaant, aaaajjaaa, svstaaann. 
■inovasve Saalmaiil programs S outdoor advert- 
lure education prop/ammlng eaatsll from 
(17, 000-29,000* 
S22.0OO-32600 raapecBvery with excel    fr 
r>ge benataa. Sand vita to i Program Super 
MBDr. PO Box 6263 Urns. OH 46*04. An 
EOE.  
CRUrSESHPS   AIRLINES   MSFaNG' 
Summer. Career. Ovarasssi Call for 
GuaM.Caasaaa. Newsservice 916 944 4444 
Sat 
J.T.'S PIZZA 
CARR Y OUT 
10" cheese only II.» 
14" cheese only 0.73 
16'cheese only 13.75 
\T French Ireod f iao II .75 
JOaarHaai 
M»4*»J 
t* Early Bird^ 
Specials    v 
at the Falcon's Nest r* 
2 feggs, 
Above 
Toast & Sm. Coffee 
w/ Hash Browns 
99* 
$1.29 
AAon. - Fri.        7 a.m. - 10 < i.m. 
GOVERNMENT   JOBS    SI6,040   $59,230- 
Now Hiring CM 1 -606-667 6000 Ext R 9849 
tor ourrent todaral M. 
Food Servers 
victor's Wsterfront Cefe 
now uxmtfkm aiAiSrallrina tor 
lui S pt time tood earvars 
Appry al our office busing 
4010 Coajmbua Ave. Sanduaky. OH 44870 
or Phone 626*267 
MOBILE FOOD SERVICE 
Dynamic and progressive Food concession 
Company seeks InreMduaa for Managers to 
work Spaces! Events and leathaa Growth 
potarsM uranvted Some travel required Groat 
opportunity and fun lor Students and 
Qraduaeng Santora For interview cal Mr ol 
Mrs. Weber (Cleveland. Ohio) 
1-218-234-1*11  
Now taking sppacattora S latng energetic. 
lardwonung tor bar posaons end floor positions 
st Buttons Appry rJssV attar 8pm aaoept Mon- 
day*^  
Part time Help wanted Work thru home Earn up 
to S6O0 per month or more. Cal 353-74*1 
nilabll Summer eater tot 2 srlernoona a week 
Strongly prater special ed mator Cal 
362-7143 alter 7 00 
Reeurt HoaVa. Cruaw Unas I Amueement 
Parka  are now  accepting  sppsCanona tor 
amploymenl! To receive an appataaon and m - 
forrraaon. oral Tourlam kilotmallon Services 
P O Box 7881 HBton Heed latand. SC 29938 
Summer Employment 
Put in Bay Island 
Carryout Oal. 40-44 hours-week 
Contact Irwm or ManTyn (419) 866-3793 
Summer kwome S beyond a nceptional oppor 
tumty to start buMng a career or second in- 
come betore you grsduate' Pick your own 
houra: be si faalnaas on your own utabtjubhg 
ajJaaSsa) known products. For an appointment 
cal 363-7*77. 
Must be eveHUe August 20 
Appry at Klnko'a 
325 E Wooeler 
Toksdo'a newest mghtdub reetaurant wants 
your experience DJ'a. wait stall, kitchen help. 
bartendsrs t Soorwakars Appry In person. 
Gaaa City Boardwalk. 27620 E Broadway. 
Mctne. OH, 43465 638-7825 
CLEVELAND AREA RESIDENTS 
Ful time summer help wanted 
$7 25 to start Several Opsnmgs 
Al ineiors considered 
Mervtewa held Friday May 
B, 10, S 12. Cd 
7650015 
Una ciounsetori. wolorfronl stafl. handcraft 
dsactor. snd nurse needed June 16-Auguat 3 
tor gala resident camp near Tiffin Must have 1 
yr. cossge or post high school work ex 
perience Appscabona a atatlll 9-6 at Camp 
Fta too., 306 West Hsrrjn SI . FMbry. OH 
45640 or cat 422-6416 
Want to eaa me I 
rm a 1985 BG Grad whose year as s Mother's 
Helper r the New York ares a up It yours m- 
Mrssssd In being my repacement cat Mary 
rat 914 238-5256 
FOR SALE 
'73 Poraac Caaana Rune good Cal Sana at 
363-2607 end make an offer (Under $400) 
'78 Prytrajum Horlion. auto., deluxe exterior, 
mechanics S body In e.cessnl shape! Taking 
oners. 353-1682 sfler 2 pm  
IB73 Olds DeOa 68 Cuaiaiaali v«, air, black 
on white nslkiaN Ride. Don't maa I. 
SI 200 or beat odor 364-6803. Qua. 
1S79 Poraac Sunba-d AM FM Case., new 
■tea. dean body, good gas mis age. 4 spaed. 
Cal 372-6061  MUST SELL S1100 or beat ot- 
19*2 Yamaha Seca 560 4300 mess BSuj It 
brand new Must Seel Flat S10O0 364-5603. 
Qua 
Electra Worlung Men Electnc Guitar 
Gnat Buy. S176 watt case 
Col674-77*6 attar 6 pm 
Onkyc-Stereo Tuner I Scott Amptfler Taking 
ottore 363-1682 altar 2 p.m. 
Sharp Sneer tracking both sidee pkryabla front 
loading programmable turntable Omy used 3 
rnoraha Ejicioem oonoBton. $135 plus 6 
atjume of your choice from my coSscllon. CsS 
Joe at 362-6607 ^^^ 
Students-Save Money' 
Mobee home lor sets New carpeting I skirting 
Cal 352-6625 oftsr 9pm  
Srapenoed 2 bed loh lor sals 
Cal Lore 2-1319 
$100 or best offer 
Teohntca 35 watt racakrsr. Eiicshnt condrtton. 
aWoet brand new $60 372-6606  
Wtwlpool dkshwasher Efholent A portable 
$250 Pioasse gas range $150 Both m sx- 
oessnt oorirJBon. Large air oonoatonar $75 
Cal 372-4746 after 6 p.m. 
Wm.'a brown tasored leetner coal GREAT tor 
Spring. Worth $150 W» ssl 176. (nag.) Ota- 
■and psndsnt one a*, carat. MUST SELL 
1260 value ssl $1 75 Cal 372-4319 ask tor 
lit  
•74 Honda C* 4M $650 aaBWl Cotor TV 
S*0. Dana else rarrtfarsssr $ 100 Sears Ken- 
more m m aaaa S120   71 Honda CS 
SSS tor parts orsy S7S. King atw miliitu 
SI to    30"x40"   Sfhted   Peaal   Clock   60. 
Ion. $90 Regency II channel praaram- 
•aaae laannll with directory $100 Cat 
363-5682 evenings 
VeVjocssy Owl sarys 
Ooryiy»t*urB Should Pdrt 
Giveahoot. 
Don't pollute. 
Forest Service, U&EXA. 
Suaarler Quality Stogta Sat Loft, oaceamt 
rxrsaYucBon, Ire proofed. University epprovod 
CM Jay 372-3139 
laaart rtaear Osticlir fwtth e» eooeee) SIS*. 
Paneeonle assreo tumtsbts, desk, radio <s» In 
.1 par enennel (2 speeksri m- 
d-ded) MO or bsat oiler. Call AMR or Rob al 
M2-1I20 sxt. 213 or 217 after 4 p.m. Leave 
e*»ne«u»iiwriooeij«», back. 
FOR RENT 
1 bdrm apta tor May S August Older home ki 
quart ne«jf«orhood Some with laaptaoea 1 yr. 
lease      $21022000      352 6092      Crazy 
schedule, I no anewer days, cal efter 9pm 
2 bedroom fumahed apartments 
Summer Laeeee Onry 
362-7464 
2 bedroom lumahed apartments 
649 Sixth St $450 mo plus stac 
362-9457 between 12-4pm 
Efficiency Now Ranting tor Fal 
1 or 2 ssmiitu lease, futy fumahed 
al usSsao pak) Inducing cotor TV 
with cable $285 month Phone 
364-3182 or 362-1520 Eveninge 
2 bedroom furraahed spsrtrnsnts $500 sum- 
mer.rxlodealree movie channel and centra wr 
condHoneig. 352-2663 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE TO SUBLEASE FOR 
SUMMER 13* S COLLEGE CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS WASHER S DRYER INCLUDED 
CALL 2-5946 OR 2-5947 
5 bedroom house nmt campus 
FOR SUMMER 
352-6822 
521 E. MERRY 2 bdrm turn 4 persons, near 
Offenhauer fleeaonstHs ratae. 2 utsta aval 
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
354 2260 or 362*663 
Apartments tor Summer end Fal 
Pretorred Properties Co 
Cal 352 9378 
•2 BEDROOM FURN   S UNFURN • 
• PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS' 
Mator UtsWee S Cable TV Furn 
One nan Block Off Campua 
CALL TOM 
Mon Fri 7 AM-Noon 362-4073 
Evening 1 wkend 362-1800 
USMGS.CU  MODEL LEASE 
Aveaable lor summer 2 bdrm dose lo campua 
Rent $265-NEGOTIABLE 
r etam 1 bedroom, untumaned apt 86-87 
school year Cable, pool, dubhouae. good loca- 
tion Cat 2*302 after 6 pm. 
Bedrooms for summsr. 1 -2 block from campua 
Fumahed, washer -dryer Cal John after 4 p m 
354-0812. 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apts   Houses-Rooms 
Sumrnejr Rentala-3 mo 
Phone 352-7366 
ROCKLEDOE MANOR 
1 a asafll. lurrsshsd 
2 bdrms , 2 bathe, dstfiweahar 
extra slorsge 4 parsons 
Comer of 6m I 8. Cossga. 
Cat John Newtove Reel Eslsts 
364-2260 
Carty Rentals 
2 bdrm. apt tor 3-4 students 
. house. 12 mo. lease starting m May 
Phone 362-7365 
Fumahed lower duplex lor 4 
Furraahed upper duplex for 3 
Summer 1 Fat 
Phone 3520839 
Furraahed epartiiajnt.   1  or 2 persons   A.C. 
iMsy 15   Col 354 1 723 evenings 
Houses S Apta tor 86-87 school year 
Smith-Bogga Reno* Oftlce 532 ManvBe. rear 
362-9457 between 12-4. 
Need si UN ants tor Summer. Very reasonable 
a* pay security deposit CM Mary or Jut* 
363-2224. 
Non amokng lemele aubtossei wanted from 
June 1 to Aug. 1. S146-moran. Can move in 
after tinea face apt Own room. Close to cam- 
pus. Csl 352 6639 
Party Room 
CM 352-9378 
SUMMER RENTALS 
1 1 2 br rum apta. on 3rd SI FREE AR CON- 
DITIONING, water, eewar. etc Reduced rates 
VERY REASONABLE. 
FALL SPRING 86 87 
2 br units si 800 3rd SI I 824 6m St. Owner 
pays tor AC on 3rd St and tor water, eewar s 
heat both locations Limited Openings 
Cal 362-6163 days, 362-496* eves. 
Two bedroom lurrVahed apta tor Fal. 
362-2663 
Vsl-Msnor Apartmenta 
vacancy  tor   Fal.   4   gkia students    Ntoe 
eccommodsllons-Qulet   place   to   study. 
352 2858 
WANTED TO RENT 
1-2 bdrm. apt. or house tor Summer 
Musi alow dog 
Ca* Cosset (419) 625-1B41 
I BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT, 
AVAILABLE FOR S**7 SCHOOL YUM. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. II7S PER PERSON PER 
SEMESTER WITH 4 PEOPLE, CABLE TV ANO 
AIR COtKkfTK>ta»ra INCLUOEO. CALL SOON! 
STI llll. CARRIE OK 172:1701: KELLY 
ONE 1 MNM. APT. LIFT FOR THE SCHOOL 
YEAR s**7. ALL uTHITIES EXCEPT ELEC 
AM BsCLUOED. ALSO HAS A.C.. STORAOE 
FAC«_. ANO LAUNDRY FACIL RENT IS U7I 
PER MM. WITH 4 PEOPLE FOR MORE INFO. 
CALL TM AT BUFF APARTMENTS. 152-71S2 
SUBLEASE   MANVILLE   MANSION   FOR 
QreMloosoOn 1 block from cempue Fou huge 
bedrooms, big kitchen, great for rankest You 
have to see I to bessve ill Cal 362-3086 Go- 
tsJaaAWMM  
Thurstm Manor Apartments 
FuV Carpeted. Air Corvjtioried 
Ceble TV. Furnished EfOdency I 
Laundry FecaWee. Appecaeor. for 
Summer and Fal al 461 Thurabn Ave 
Across from Oftonheuer Toweri 
352-5435 
